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Abstract

THE NATIONAL IRRIGATION Administration (NIA) of the Philippines has
continuously piloted and implemented several approaches of organizing
farmers to undertake management responsibilities in the operation and
maintenance of irrigalion systems. In 1983. NIA piloted a new approach
which, instead of following the earlicr practict: of cmploying professional
community organizers who were college graduates, involved the employ
ment of farmers in organizing co-farmers into Irrigators' Associations. The
Farmer Irrigators' Organizing Project (FlOP) was piloted in the Angat
Maasim Rivers Irrigation System, which is one of the oldest and largest
irrigation systems administered by NIA. The system serves an area oLlI. 485
hectares and is located approximately 53 km north of Manila.
The implementation of FlOP in a Pump Irrigation System of the Angat
Maasim Rivers Irrigation System yielded several positive resuits, employing
selected and well-trained farmers in organizing co-fanners. The activities of
FlOP resulted in active Irrigators' Associations at field and distributary
levels, and reduced O&M costs, enabled higher fee collection rates, and made
water distribution more equitable. Compared to previous approaches with
professional organizers. this new approach showed that organizing activities
can be shortened, made less expensive and be very effective. The encouraging
results of tile pilot implementation of FlOP led to its nationwide implemen
tation in all National Irrigation Systems being operated by NJA This case
study shO\vs that rehabilitation and institutional development must go
together. Also, the personal manner ofsociality. character, camaraderie and
cooperative decision making of the implemcntors played an important role
in the success of the implementation of the Farmer Irrigators' Organizing
Project.
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Foreword

IN 1990, MR Leonardo S. Gonzales was selected as an awardee under the
Speciill AWilrds Training Program of the International Irrigiltion Manage
ment Institute (IlMl). The purposes of this program are to provide an
opportunity for innovative irrigation management professionals to broaden
their management perspectives through interaction with IIMI staff and
IIMI's programs and to document and share knowledge about innovative
developments in irrigation management which will be of interest internation
ally. Awardees are generally mid-career professionals having current or
recent direct experience with innoValive development in irrigation manage
ment.
Mr. Gonzalescertainly fulfilled these criteria and demonstrated the value
and importance of providing a voice for practitioners to directly and
personaIly describe their own experience with irrigation management. This
personal perspective provides an insight beyond what more conventional
research generally produces. In this report one gets a sense of what the
experience was like for the manager.
The topic of irrigation management turnover is important and has
widespread interest wherever there is irrigated agriculture. Since the Illid
1980s there has been a wave of interest in trying to transfer the responsibility
and authority to manage irrigation systems from government agencies to
local irrigators' organizations. This is a complex challenge which generally
involves the need for strategic planning, diplomatic negotiation with various
stakeholders, pilot-testing and action-research, the creation of new local
institutions, and the reorientation of old ones.
Mr. Gonzales provides us with a personal account of one strategy which
was used in the Philippines for transferring management to irrigators.
Besides documenting the process used and results obtained, Mr. Gonzales
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shows thell the challenge of irrigation management is both an art and a
science.

Douglas L. Vermillion
Institutional.)pecialis/
International Irrigation Management Institute
Colombo, Sri Lanka

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

FARMER PARTICIPATION IN the operation and maintenance (O&M) of irriga
tion systems can be an effective approach and solution to the problem of
management ofirrigation systems. Past and present experiences have shown
that without farmers' participation, operating and maintaining an irrigation
system is a continuous headache for persons or agencies that manage it.
Often, many ofthe problems in irrigation systems such as inequity in water
distribution and destruction of irrigation facilities are created by the fanners
themselves. The notion of many farmers that the government will or should
always take care of everything is a common misconception. In the past,
farmers and even agencies running the irrigation system never realized the
importance of farmer involvement in irrigation. Today, in the Philippines,
it is a different story. Irrigation agencies and farmers have often become
partners in the efficient and viable O&M of irrigation systems. Both have
realized the importance of supporting each other in the successful manage
ment of irrigation systems.
Inducing farmers to participate in undertakings related to irrigation is the
first step toward the achievement of goals to attain efficient and successful
irrigation system O&M. In the 1970s and 1980s in the Philippines, the
National Irrigation Administration (NIA), in its continuous search to find
solutions to problems of operations and sustainability has initiated, piloted
and implemented a new approach offarmer participation. NIA has involved
farmers not only in the O&M of irrigation systems, but also in the organiza
tion and formation ofIrrigators' Associations (lAs). In the Farmer Irrigators'
Organizing Project (FlOP), farmer irrigators have been employed in organ
izing co-farmers into lAs.
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IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES
The Philippines has a long tradition of irrigation dating back to several
centuries before the Spanish colonization (i.e, before 1521). The origin and
spread of irrigated rice cultivation are attributcd to a terrace-building
agricultural people. Vestiges of rice terraces can stili be found in the
mountains of Ifugao and Banaue and in areas around Laguna de Bay in
Laguna Provincc in Luzon and on the island ofPanay in Western Visayas.
During the Spanish colonial period (1521-1898) irrigation systems were
built on friar estates owned by either the Jesuits or Augustinian orders.
Among other things which have attributes of permanency aside from
Christianity. nothing excels either in conception. execution or useful worth.
the irrigation systems built by the Spaniards. The Spanish authorities during
the last quarter of the 19th century implemented the "Ley de las Aguas" in
the Philippines which codified all mles and regulations pertaining to
irrigation. Irrigation societics came imo cxistence during this era. mainly
from the I1ocos region and the Cagayan Valley. These Zangeras (farmers'
groups) built their irrigation systems mostly with temporary bmsh. rock
dams. and carthen canals and these systcms exist to datc.
It was in the American pcriod (1898-1941) that government intervention
in irrigation dc\ielopmcnt started. A Bureau of Public Works with an
Irrigation Division was cstablished in 1908. In 1912. an irrigation Act was
passed by the Philippinc legislature, selling up the laws governing water
rights. water use. irrigation construction. duties of irrigation pcrsonnel,
formation of irrigation associations, and paymcnt ofirrigatioll fees. The first
national irrigation systcm was constructed in San Miguel. Tarlac. in Luzon
and was inaugurated in August 1913. This era is characterized by slow
advanccs in irrigation dcvelopment. However. unlike in earlier periods, the
government startcd to foclls on irrigation as one of its main development
thrusts.
During the Japanese occupation (19-i2-1945). there was a halt in irriga
tion devclopment activities. Only one small irrigation system was con
structed and put into operation. After World War II, the government resumed
its construction activities so that, by 1968, the total irrigated area llild
increased considerably. The Philippines. for the first lime, achieved marginal
self-sufficiency 111 rice.

I:-<TRODUCTION
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THE NATIONAL IRRIGATION ADMINISTRATION
(NIA)
The National Irrigation Administration was created under Republic Act No.
3601 signed on June 22, 1963. Its charter mandated NIA "to make the ten to
twenty-year period following the approval of the Act as the' Irrigation Age'
of the Republicofthe Philippines." Republic Act. No. 3601 eSL:lblished NIA
as a semiautonomous government corporation responsible for planning,
constructing, operating and maintaining all National Irrigation Systems in
the Philippines. NIA was also empowered to investigate and study all
national water resources for irrigation purposes; to plan, construct, tempo
rarily administer and periodically repair Communal and Pump Irrigation
Systems; and to collect Irrigation Service Fees (lSF).
In 1974, Presidential Decree No. 552 widened NfA's scope of action, by
giving it broader powers and authority to undertake related projects in
coordination with other government agencies. Some such projects are flood
control, drainage, land reclamation, hydropower development, domestic
water supply, road or highway construction, reforestation and oth"r activities
to maintain the ecological balances. As a semiautonomous agency, NIA has
considerable operational freedom, but is attached to the Department ofPublic
Works and Highways (DPWH) for program and policy coordination pur
poses.

TYPES OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
The total land area ofthe Philippines is about 30 million hectares (ha) Out
of a total arable land area of to million ha. 9 million ha are devoted to
agricultural production. Out of this 9 million ha, 3.1 million are rice, 3.2
million are used to plant cash crops and 2.7 million to commercial crops like
coconut, sugarcane and abaca. The potential area for irrigation development
is about 3.14 million lla. At the end of 1989, some 1. 47 ha million were
provided with irrigation facilities, or 47 percent of the potential irrigable
area, This can be classified as follows:

MA•.N AGEMENT TURNOVER OF A pur\'l!' IRRIGATION SYSTElv!..
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Area

No. I

S~'slelll

pm'''"'' .....

National Irrigation Svstcll1 (NIS)
2
3

I Conullunallrrigation Syskm (CIS)
Pump Irrigation
Total

Syst~1ll

(PIS)

(ha)

621,140

42

48
IO

100

There are two types of irrigation systems in the Phi Iippi nes, These are the
National Irrigation Systems (NlS) and the Communal Irrigation Systems
(CI S), The distinction bet ween these two types ofsystems rests on who owns,
operates and maintains the system, They also vary in terms ofcO\erage area,
National Irrigation Systems are owned and operated by the government
through the National Irrigation Administration, They irrigate areas of 1,000
ha and above, At the end of 1989, there \\'ere 158 National Irrigation Systems
under 102 responsibility centers or irrigation system offices irrigating about
62 L 140 ha. Communal Irrigation Systems arc owned and operated by
Irrigators' Associations. The size of each such system is below 1.000 ha.
Although it is quite difficult to make an accurate count, it is estimated that
there arc about 6,171 Communal Irrigation Systems in the country covering
an area ofapproxinwtely 695,132 ha. Pump Irrigation Systems can either be
national or communal systems. depending 011 their area coverage and
ownership as stated above. The present area co\'erage of Pump Irrigation
Systems is approximately 152.128 ha,

IRRIGA TION SERVICE FEE (ISF) AND COLLECTION
The National Irrigation Policy adopted in 1978. authorized NIA to charge
Irrigation Service Fees on irrigated lands within the NIS at levels sufficient
to finance O&M to recover initial investment costs (without interest) in no
more than 50 years. provided that such charges are within the beneficiaries'
capacity to pay. Since 1975. Irrigation Service Fees have beell paid largely
in the form of rice. Farmers may pay either in kind or in cash. based on the

5
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government rice support price. Payment in rice has provided a degree of
indexation against inflation, although it is also costly for NIA, which must
collect, store and sell the rice. ISF rates vary according to type ofsystem, and
by season, as shown in Table 1.
Table /. Current lSI" rates.

I
No.

Cavans per ha

System

!

'Wet SCllson

DIY season

Diversion systems

I

2.0

3.0

I

I

~

2

Reservoir systems

2.5

3.5

3

Pump irrigatioll systems

3.0

5.0

Note: One cavan ~ 50 kg of ullmilled rice.

As shown in Table I, Pump Irrigation Systems are considered to have the
highest operational expense because ofthe cost ofenergy. Farmers in this type
of system pay a higher ISF than those in gravity systems. The ISF for Pump
Irrigation Systems at present is 5 cavans or more of unmilled rice per ha for
the wet and dry seasons, depending on the individual energy consumption for
each Pump Irrigation System. For non-rice and annual crops, the ISF is equal
to the cash equivalent of3 cavans (I 50 kg of unmilled rice per ha).
ISF collections have consistently lagged behind amounts due, although
they are improving. Nationwide collection efficiency, which averaged 43
percent during 1980-1984, rose to 54 percent in 1986 and is estimated at 59
percent in 1987, as a result of increased efforts by NIA and the Irrigators'
Associations. Low collection levels stemming from weaknesses in the
collection process are aggravated by inadequate billing. About 20 percent of
the NIS area lacks detailed parcelIary maps. Records of service area,
individual irrigated holdings and irrigation fee registers are often incomplete
and outdated. Changes in landownership are not fully recorded. Conse
quently, it is estimated that in some areas, about 30 percent of irrigated lots
go unbi\1ed. Many times, although bills are prepared, they are not served on
time. In a recent study, one third ofdelinquent farmers also cited dissatisfac
tion with NIA's services as the principal reason for nonpayment. The
situation is complicated by the lack of effective legal instruments for
enforcing ISF collections. In practical terms, it is very difficult to implement
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a "no pay, no water" policy. NIA has to resort to costly civil suits to collect
ISF from delinquent farmers.

IRRIGATORS' ASSOCIATIONS (IAs)
Early in the 1970s, the National Irrigation Administration (NT A) became
seriously concerned about problems of irrigation system operation and
maintenance. Service areas of its irrigation systems were not fully irrigated
and the amount ofTSF collected was far below its O&M costs. It was becoming
clear that farmers' organizations were a crucial clement to effective irrigation
management. Tn 1976, NIA piloted the participatory approach program in
two communal irrigation projects. It fielded Irrigation Community Organ
izers (lCOs) in the organization and development oflrrigators' Associations
(lAs). The ICOs were college graduates in social sciences, experienced in
working with the rural and urban poor, able tocommunicate with farmers and
dedicated to the participatory concept (Bagadiol1 1983).
The development of Irrigators' Associations proceeded at a snail's pace
from the time it was started by NIA in 1976 up to 1980. It was only after 1982,
when the National Government cut otTthe subsidy being given to NIA for the
O&M of its National Irrigation Systems, that NIA began to accelerate the
development of Irrigators' Associations. It created the Central Institutional
Department in the central office and the Regional Institutional Development
Division in the regional offices. The main responsibility assigned to these
departments was to oversee the development of Irrigators' Associations and
the preparation of programs to strengthen capabilities of lAs, including
various training courses.
The continuous losses being incurred by NIA in the operation of its
National Irrigation Systems and the positive results obtained in the 1976 pilot
participatory project, prompted NIA to implement a similar approach in
National Irrigation Systems. In December 1980, NIA piloted the same
approach in National Irrigation Systems, where the goal was to organize
Irrigators' Associations that could manage the entire system in the case of
small nationals, or entire secondary canals in the case ofJarger systems. The
experiences and results gained in this project demonstrated that it was indeed
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possible to develop Irrigators' Associations which could takeover substantial
parts of NIA's responsibilities for O&M of irrigation systems (Bagadion
1983).
The willingness oforganized Irrigators' Associations to take over partial
or full responsibility for the management of irrigation systems resulted in
negotiations between NIA and lAs prior to their signing ofagreements. NIA
then prepared several schemes or stages ofmanagement turnover ofsystems
in preparation for a widerdissemillation ofthis participatory approach. There
are three stages ofturnovcr related to the capacitics and preparedness oflAs.
These are:
I.

Stage 1 - NIA takes responsibility for the diversion weir and the
Irrigators' Association takes responsibility for the O&M of canals.
NIA pays the association a maintenance fee of 6lO pesos per 3.5 km
of earth canal or 7.0 km of lined canal per month. For assisting in
collection, the IA gets an incentive of 2.5 percent for a collection
efficiency of70-99 percent, and 3.0 percent if collection is 99-100
percent; provided 70 percent of the current collectibles is collected.
The maintenance fee for this stage in 1990 was increased to 1,100
pesos per 3.5 km of emth canal and 7.0 km oflined canal per month.

2.

Stage 1I
Irrigators' Associations participate in the O&M of
portions of the Irrigation System and handle the collection of ISF
among their members and remit to NIA al! amounts collected. After
deducting O&M costs (salarics or wages, including allowances and
benefits ofa ditchtender per 3.5 km) the surplus is shared with the TA
gelling 30-35 percent and NIA getting 65-70 percent. This was later
modified in 1990 with inccntives for collection efficiencies from
current collectibles as follows: 2 percent for 51-60 percent collection;
5 percent for 61-70 percent; 10 percent for 71-90 percent collection
and 15 percent for 91-100 percent collection. Collection of arrears
incurred prior to contract activity entitles the IA to a 25-perccnt
incentivc.

3.

Stage III This is the full turnover stage. The Association assumes
full management ofthe O&M of the hrigation System and amortizes
the investment costs in not more than 50 ycars.

8
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In the continuous search to find solutions to attain corporate sustainability,
new methods of organizing farmers that were less expensive, but effective
were being sought by NIA. In 1983, NIA again piloted a new approach for
organizing farmers, the Farmer Irrigators' Organizing Project (FlOP). The
history, procedures and experiences of this new approach as piloted and
implemented in the Angat-Maasim Rivers Irrigation System (AMRlS) are
discussed in this report. This report also discusses the impacts and results as
well as actual experiences of this author during its implementation. It is
hoped that this paper will be ofsome help to people who are directly involved
in management turnover programs or who are involved in organizing and
developing Irrigators' Associations in their own countries.

CHAPTER 2

The Angat-Maasim Rivers Irrigation System

THE SYSTEM
THE ANGAT-MAASIM RIVERS Irrigation System (AMRIS) is located 53 km
north ofManila, in the provinces ofBulacan andPampanga in Central Luzon
(Figurel-p. 10). Ilhasa service area of3 1,485 haandcovers 16 municipalities
in Bulacan and 4 municipalities in Pampanga. It irrigates about 28,000 ha
in the dry season and about 24,000 ha in the wet season. Approximately 6,000
ha of its service area are submerged during the wet season. AMRlS is one of
the oldest and largest single systems in the country. It became operational in
1927 and has undergone a series of major improvement and rehabilitation
works. At that time, the service area was only about 25,000 ha with only one
diversion weir across the Angat River. In 1949, the auxiliary check-gate in
Ma<lsim River was completed with the generation of an additional 2, III ha.
This was followed by the construction ofanother checkgate in the same river
in 1967 together wi th the raising ofthe operating level ofthe Angat River weir
from elevation 17.50 m to store an additional 5,000,000 cU.m. of water. The
construction of Pump Irrigation Systems in 1972 and 1976 brought the
service to its present total of31 ,485 ha (Figures 2 and 3-pp. 11 and 12).
The water of the Angal River is one of the most utilized resources in the
Philippines. Approximately 45 km upstream ofthe irrigation weir is the 220
m high Angat-MuItipurpose or Reservoir Dam. It has. a combined power
output of about 225 megawatts and a reservoir capacity of850,000,000 cU.m.
It is operated and maintained by the National Power Corporation (NPC).
About 6 km downstream of the Reservoir Dam is the Ipo Dam (Figure 4
p. 13), which supplies domestic water to Metropolitan Manila. It is operated
and maintained by the Metropolitan Watenvorks and Sewerage System
(MWSS).
In anticipation ofthe abnormal years to come, the National Government,
through the National Water and Resources Board (NWRB), established
9
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Figure 2. AMRIS generallayouJ.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram ofAMRIS: Network ofactual area irrigated.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram showing the operation of the Angat-Maasim rivers.
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guidelines in the operation ofthe reservoir, upon its completion in 1967. An
operation rule curve formulated by the NWRD is shown in Figure 5 (p. 15).
The current rule designates the following priorities in the utilization ofwater
supply:
First priority
Second priority
Third priority

Domestic Water Supply (MWSS)
Irrigation (NIA)
Power (NPC)

The guidelines state that once the water level in the reserv.oir falls below
the curve, NPC cannot release water for irrigation without prior approval by
NWRB. No approval is needed ifthe level in the reservoir is above the curve,
indicating that the supply can meet the demands ofirrigation and domestic
purposes.
During its initial sixty-three years of operation, irrigation was the last of
the three priorities. The occurrence of the 1990 drought (which caused only
45 percent of the area to be planted in the dry season) alarmed the growing
number ofIrrigators' Associations in the system. They grouped together and
made representations to the office of the President of the country. Finally,
through their representations, irrigation was given due importance and
second priority was awarded for water use from the Angat-Multipurpose
Dam to generate the abovementioned power.

AGRICULTURE IN AMRIS
Long before the construction of the AMRIS irrigation facilities, farmers
depended on rain and were able to harvest only one crop of rice per year. The
construction of irrigation facilities brought forth two cropping seasons per
year, increasing rice production, thus benefiting more farmers. At present,
some 22, 192 farmers benefit by the system. Every year, wet-season cropping
for the system usually starts on the first of June and continues to the end of
October. The dry-season cropping starts on the first of November and runs
to the last ofMarch ofthe succeeding year. However, this may vary somewhat
due to the usual wet-season pattern and the availability of water in the
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reservoir. Most of the farmers in the system use mechanized farm implements
and adopt the direct seeding method of planting rice, to lessen the cost of
production. Table 2 shows the irrigated area of AMRIS from 1983 to 1988
for dry- and wet-season croppings.
Figure 5. Operatioll mle curveformlliated by NWRD.
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Table 2. Irrigated area alld average yields ill AA1R1S.

Year
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

I

D..~, season
Avemge
liTigated
area (lIa)
)iclt! (tonllm)
27,786
26,822
27,745
26,940
27,471
27,729

3.9
4.6
4.7
4.6
4.8
4.3

'Vet sellSOIl
liTigated
area (lin)

Avemge
)iehl (tonllla)

23,092
24,071
23,428
23,271
22,944
23,400

4.1
3.9
4.2
4.1
4.3
3.5
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The occurrence of slight water shortages in the dry season explains the
difference in the area irrigated between 1983 and 1988. Farmers' involve
ment in operations and water distribution also contributed to the problem of
irrigating the service area. In the wet season, the unpredictable typhoons
(averaging 19 annually) have damaging effects on all crops grown. Farmers
in low-lying areas have no security for their crops. Most of them plant rice
two or three times in the wet season on account offlood damages. Rice plants
that survive to near-harvest time are still not safe. They may still be affected
by typhoons that may occur bet\veen October and November.

LAND TENURE WITHIN THE SYSTEM
Available records of the system indicate that the average landholding per
farmer is approximately 1.4 ha. About 70 percent of the farmers own or till
more than 1 ha and 30 percent own or till 3 ha or more. Table 3 shows the
tenurial status within the system.
Table 3. Tenurial
No.
I

2
3
4

SlalllS

ill AA1R1S.

Status
Owner-cultivator
Amortizing-owner
Leasehold
Share-tenant
Total

I

Nwuber of
fanuel's

Percentage

1,024
5,002
15,361
805

4.6
22.6
69.2

22,192

100.0

3.6

As shown above, the majority ofthe farmers are contract leaseholders. The
amount of lease for these farmers was determined by the Department of
Agrarian Reform (DAR), based on the level of production or yield for three
normal crop years. The income derived from farming a 1-ha plot is not
sufficient for fanners to survive. Even before the construction of irrigation
facilities, most farmers had been engaged in other livelihood activities such
as keeping poultry and livestock, dressmaking, carpentry, weaving, pottery,
etc.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Unlike many small or medium-sized National Irrigation Systems, AMRIS
has a complex rormal organizational structure (Figure 6-p. 18). AMRIS is
headed by the Chief or the System, who is rererred to as the Irrigation
Superintendent. He is responsible ror the ovcrall supervision oflhe rollowing
major functions of the system:
Operation and Maintenance- water distribution in the entire system
and maintenance of irrigation facilities;
2.

Rehabilitation aM improvement of facilities ~ repair of damages
caused by typhoons, floods, etc., desilting ofcanals, repair ofembank
ments, and so on;

3.

Collection or Irrigation Service Fee (ISF) ~ this refers to the
collection or two and three cavans (1 cavan = 50 kg ofullmilled rice)
for wet- and dry-season crops, respectively, or their cash equivalents;

4.

Repair and maintenance of equipment and vehicles
to keep all
equipment and vehicles in operable and running condition;

5.

Formation of Irrigators' Associations the organization of fa rmers
into Irrigators' Associations to enable them to takeover partial or rull
management of the whole or portions of lateral canals;

The Adlllinistrative Section is responsible ror the preparation ofpersonnel
records, reports and matters pertaining to the performance, functions,
appointments and development ofemployees, etc. An Administrative Office
with ten staff, also takes charge of the overall preparation of all accounting
matters, including the payment of salaries, wages and office vouchers. This
also handles the inventory orsupplies, spare parts, equipment, etc., and looks
after the safekeeping and safeguarding of all the properties.
The institutional Developillent Section runctions as the NIA-IA coordi
nating arm. Supervised by an Agricultural Officer, with five staff, it is
responsible for the organization of the Irrigators' Association. The evalua
tion ofthe perrorma nee ofthe Irrigators' Association is a Iso a function o[this
section. This section conducts training needed by the lAs. It is also respon
sible for coordinating with other government and private agencies in the

Figure 6. Organizational structure ofAllgat-A1aasim Rivers Inigatioll System.
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establishment, evaluation and implementation ofprograms for pilot demon
stration farms.
The Operation and Maintenance Section (O&A1) is the field-implement
ing arm of the system. This section is supervised by an Operation Engineer
with eight Irrigation Technicians, 35 Watermasters and 200 Ditchtenders.
To facilitate easy supervision, the system is subdivided into 12 work stations
each with an average area of 2,400 ha, Each 'work station is responsiblc for
the distribution and delivery ofwatcr to its respective area, It is headcd by an
Irrigation Technician who sees to it thatall irrigation facilities and structures
are properly maintained in good operating condition. The O&M scetion also
formulates and implements operational programs of work and handlcs
repairs and improvements. The section is also responsible for the collection
and consolidation of periodic reports such as irrigated and plantcd areas,
yield and ISF collections
The Water Control Coordinating and Engineering Section provides
technical and water control equipment of the system and is primarily
responsible for the control and distribution ofwater into thc north and south
main canals and headgates of lateral canals. It keeps records on watcr
discharges at every measuring point on the north and south main canals and
headgates of lateral canals. This section also prepares the design, cost
estimates and programs of work for construction, repair and improvemcnt.
It is headed by a hydrologist with ten personnel working with him. It also
facilitates the updating and keeping of plans, maps, and drawings and
provides the survey requirements for land verification and needed improvcmcnt
and rehabilitation work,
The EqUipment Section is supcrvised by a Mechanical Engineer with ten
pcrmanent staff. It is responsible for the dispatch and detailing of all
equipmcnt and vehicles. Rcpair and maintcnance ofvehicles and equipmcnt
are also its responsibility.
The Billing and Collection Section has a Senior Billing Clerk supervising
the work ofeleven Billing Clerks. The section takes charge ofthe preparation
of bills for dIstribution to farmer clients.
The Collection Unit headed by a Collection Officer is responsiblcfor the
remittance to a government bank of all ISF collections of thc six Bill
Collectors.
It also prepares reports on the collcction status and efficiency to cnable it
to formulate and recommend better collection strategics.
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BUDGET, EXPENDITURES AND INCOME
In 1982, the National Government cut off the subsidy being used previously
for the O&M of National Irrigation System. As a result, the NIA top
management issued directives that every irrigation system office should
become self-sustaining by local resources. NIA requires the submission of
yearly operating budgets lOgetherwith a projected collection ofISF and other
income.
Analysis ofTable 4 (p. 21) shows that an average of68 percent of its yearly
expenses is being spent on personnel services such as salaries, wages, etc.,
for its 432 regular employees. About 19 percent is spent for power consump
tion and 13 percent for other expenditure such as supplies, materials, fuel and
oiL Yearly increases of the budgets and expenses of the systems are mainly
due to the increase in the salaries and wages of employees, increases in the
price of commodities and increase in unit cost per kilowatt of electricity.
Table'" shows a six-year record of A1v1RIS O&M expenses (US$I.OO 14
pesos).
The collection of the ISF is the main source ofincome of A1v1RIS. As with
other systems, it collects two and three cavans (one cavan = 50 kg of unmilled
rice) for the wet and dry seasons, respectively. Other sources of income such
as payment of equipment rentals, lease of other properties or sales from
disposal of unserviceable equipment also contribute to the income of the
system. Table 5 shows the fee collection records for AMRIS.
Table -I. AMRlS O&lvl expendit1lre (ill pesos).
Year

PHsorml

Powel'

Olilel'

seJ'vices

cost

e~pellditUl'e

---"
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

6,525.625
7,689,094
8,472.522
8,874,559
8,944,545
10.189.662

1,816,449
2,211,355
2,586,059
2,291,834
2,460,555
2,390,177

911.074
1,775,962
1,533,832
1,311.101
2,039,401
2.310.1 58

TOlal

9,253,148
11,676,411
12,592,413
12,477,494
13,444,501
14.889,997
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Table 5. Record ofcollectioll ofcurrent accounts (CA) and back accounts (BA)

(ill

pesos).
! CollectYear

iblcs

Current
account
collection

Collection
ellicicncy
(in"!.)

(CA)

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

13,798
15,687
19,490
21,353
20,228
20.706

4,561
7,258
9,138
7,910
7,832
7,935

33.06
46.27
46.89
37.04
38.72
38.32

I

Back I Total
Total
account . coUcction collection
collection (CA+ HAJ' elliciem:]
(in%)
(BA)

1,152
2,239
2,304
2,139
3,049
3,188

5,713
9,497
11,442
10,049
10,881
11,123

41.40
60.54
58.71
47.06
53.79
53.72

I

Govcm-

I

support

lIIent

1.70
2.10
2.65
3.50
3.50
3.50

Farmers are given the option to pay in kind or in cash. Iffarmers elect to
pay in cash, the total weight will be multiplied by the prev:liling government
support price at the time ofpayment. According to records, collection in kind
ranges from 5 to 10 percent ofthe total collection ofAMRIS. Data from 1983
to 1988 as shown in Table 5 show that AMRIS had an average of 40 percent
collection efficiency for its current accounts (collection efficiency is equal to
current collection over the collectibles), This increases to 53 percent if
collection of back accounts is included. The low collection efficiency of the
system could be attributed to several factors:
1) the campaign of several cause-oriented groups for nonpayment of I SF,
2) the promise of several politicians to bring down the ISF rates and not
abolish it, 3) the poor irrigation service as claimed by nonpaying farmers, 4)
the negative attitude of most farmers toward paying ISF, and 5) the inability
of the government to institute legal and court actions against those who do
not pay.
The attainment of financial viability has been (l continuous goal among
AMRIS personnel since 1982. In 1984, the Irrigation Superintendent
initiated the issuance of collection incentives to all irrigation fee collectors
even without sanction from the top management. He authorized a 2-percent
collection incentive from the total collection. The 2-percent compensation is
considered as the traveling or collection expenses oftile collectors. This move
has had a major impact from then onwards. Table 6 shows the record of
income and expenditure for the system.
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Table 6, Record o/income

Year

I

expelulitllt'e (in pesos),

Income lSF +
other incomc

1

198
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

"et'SIIS

EXllcnditure

'~~I-'-"'~-"~·

5,924,.193
10,253.169
12,622,735
11,634,143
13,727.439
15,026,142

;

9,253,148
11,676,441
12,592,413
12,477,489
13,444,901
14,889,996

-;-.•

Exccss
(deficit)
(3,328,755)
(1,423,272)
30,322
(843,346)
282,538
136,146

The data above show that the system incurred deficits of 3,3 and 1.4
millicn pesos in operations in 1983 and 1984, respectively, These data also
show that slartll1g fromlhe year 1985, (with the exception of t 986), with the
coordinated efforts of all its personnel, AMRIS has attained viability status
by improving its collection efficiency through the combined efforts ofNIA
personnel and farmers, In 1986, the wet-season harvest was greatly affected
by the occurrence of several destructive typhoons. Most fanners applied for
exemption of payment of irrigation fees, This resulted in a deficit of over
800,000 pesos in the system for 1986,
Findings of a 1983 management and personnel audit of the system
concluded that the system will never attain the status of financial viability,
Up to 1983, when all Pump Irrigation Systems were still under NIA
management, the collection efficiency for all these systems averaged 40
percellt and 60 percent for wet and dry seasons, respectively. Even at 100
percent collection efficiency, the total collectibles from these pump systems
would not cover even the cost of power consumption, Such conditions
prompted the Central Office Management Team to declare that the system
would never be financially viable, However, the Team failed to anticipate the
surprising and impressive changes which were about to come in cost
reductions and increased collection efficiency, These were primarily the
result of the success of the Farmer Irrigators' Organizing Project and the
turnover of management to Irrigators' Associations in Bustos Pandi Exten
sion Pump Irrigation System (BPEPIS) and Buenavista Pump Irrigation
System (BPIS),
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THE PUMP SYSTEMS PRIOR TO THE FlOP
As stated earlier, AMRIS constructed Pump Irrigation Systems in 1972 and
1976 (Table 7) to bring its service area to its present total of31,485 ha. These
are BPEPIS completed in 1972, and the Tibagan Pump Irrigation System
(TPIS) and BPIS completed in 1976. All Irrigators' Associations (lAs) in the
three Pump Irrigation Systems were organized using the Farmer Irrigators'
Organizing Project (FlOP) approach.
Both BPEPIS and BPIS were turned over to lAs in June 1984. TPIS was
turned over to lAs in June 1986.
Table 7. Pump irrigation systems in AAiR1S.
No,

Name of pump system

Service
area
Om)

i

Number
of
fal"lucn

I

Yellr
Year
opemt
fumed
ional : O\'C,'

I

Bustos-Pandi E>.tension Pump
Irrigation System (BPEPIS)

731

655

1972

1984

2

Tibagan Pump Irrigation
System (TPIS)

1,2&6

1,200

1976

19&6

3

Buenavista Pump
Irrigation System (BPIS)

350

216

1976

19&4

2,367

2,071

Total

The Bustos Pandi Extension Pump Irrigation System (BPEPIS) (subject
of case study) lies within the 31,485 ha service area of the Angat-Maasim
Rivers Irrigation System (AMRIS). Two llO-kw, 76-cm vertiC<11 propeller
pumps were installed in 1972 to lift water 8.5 meters from Lateral B of the
south main canal ofAMRIS (Figure 2). The pumps were designed to irrigate
a potential irrigable area of 900 ha, but upon operation in 1972, its actual
service area was only 731 ha. The system (Figure 7-p. 25) has a 14-km long
main canal and 19 km oflateral canals. It was under NIA management from
1972 to May 1984. The conveyance facilities consist mainly ofearthen canals
from the main canal to the lateral canals and farm ditches. Steel gates were
provided at the headgates of laterals and turnouts. Parshall flumes were
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installed below the discharge valve of the pump and below the headgates of
lateral canals.
The Pump Irrigation System covers eight barangays (villages) in the
municipalities of Bustos and Pandi in Bulacan Province in Luzon. It starts
its pump operation at the same time of year as the operation of the gravity
system. It also has the same cropping intensity as the rest of the service area
ofAMRIS. The system benefits some 65 5 famlers, whose average landholding
sizes are estimated at 1.1 ha per farmer. The gravity area ofthe gravity system
ofAMRIS is mostly flat while the service area ofthe Pump Irrigation System
is rolling in topography.
Operation and.Maintenance. During the period from 1972 to May 1984,
the Pump Irrigation System was under the supervision ofa NIA Walermaster.
The Watermaster was in charge of the overall O&M of the Pump Irrigation
System. Under his supervision was one Pump Operator, who operated and
maintained the pump, and eight Ditchtenders who assisted in water distribu
tion and maintenance of canals. Each Ditchtender maintains approximately
3.5 km of canal.
It was only in the latter part of 1982 that NIA set up and installed separate
electric meters for each ofthe three individual pumps in AMRIS. Prior to this,
only one electric meter recorded all the power consumption for the whole of
AMRIS. Table 8 (p. 26) shows the total O&M expenses for BPEPIS including
collection expenses for the calendar year 1983.
Fees. Table 8 shows that even at lOa-percent collection efficiency, the
amount to be collected was not enough to cover total O&M expenditures for
BPEPIS. This was true with the other Pump Irrigation Systems as well. The
irrigation fee rate for all three Pump Irrigation Systems at that time was set
at 5 cavans of unmilled rice for dry-season crops and 3 cavans of unmilled
rice for wet -season crops. NIA has been offering a la-percent discount for all
current bills paid on their due dates.

25
Figure 7, Sketch of Bustos-Pandi Extension Pump Irrigation System (BPEPIS).
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Table 8. Records showing 1983 O&'M expel1difllre alld collecTion ojBPEPIS.
Particulars
A.

o & 1'.1 expenses
I.

2.
3.
4.
5
6
B.

1983

Salaries and wages
Supervision
Fuel cost (motorcycle)
Power consumption
Transmission line maintenance
Pump repairs

125,007.00
5,898.00
3,422.00
300,700.00
3,553.00
34,000.00

Total

472.580.00

Collection 1983
I.
Collectibles
l.l Dry season (5 x 50 x 1.70 x 649)
L2 W"t Season (3 x 50 x 1.70 x 649)

NOle. USSI.OO

Actual collection (wet and dry s"ason)
Percentag"
~

275,825.00
165,495.00
441,320.00

Total

2
3.

Amount in pesos

348,201.00
78.90

14 pesos in 1983.

Costly operations of the Pump Irrigation Systems can be attributed to the
following factors, which also hold true for gravity areas:
I.

Farmer's inc/ividualislll. The majority of fanners tend only to care
about their own needs ofwater and ease of water application, without
bothering about wastage, timing or the needs of other farmers. This
factor causes waste of pump operation time, resulting in high total
costs.

2.

Use ofdiJ]erel1l varieties, Many farmers plant long-maturing varie
ties, like [R-42 which takes 140 days to harvest. Farmers also plant
these varieties in the dry season thereby increasing pump operating
hours and operational cost.

3.

Excessive use ofwater. Farmers do not bother to close individual rice
openings and allow excess water to flow to the drains, depriving the
downstream farmers of this excess water. This causes low irrigation
efficiencies.

4.

JIIegal checking and mtervention, Illegal checking and intervention
are frequent problems Fanners tend to go to their farms any time they
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wani. On seeing that their farms need water, they make illegal
checking with check structures, thereby interfering with the official
rotation schedule. Most farmers do this even when their farms are
saturated. This factor causes long pump operations and high power
costs.
5.

NOl1simu/taneous farm opera/ions. Nonsimultaneous farm opera
tions canse a major problem. Occasionally, there arc instances when
the pump operates for nearly a month, only to irrigate as little as IO
ha. Farmers contend that they religiously pay their bills so that NJ A
should provide them with water anytime they need it.

The above factors, coupled with power costs and frequent power cut -offs,
contribute greatly to the high cost of operations for these Pump Irrigation
Systems, not only in AMRIS but also nationwide. In 1981, NIA management
issued Memorandum Circular No. 48, a supplemental guideline for pump
operation in National Irrigation Systems (see the fulllext in Appendix 1).
This Memorandum stated that in all cases, the collection efficiency in all
Pump Irrigation Systems must be 90 percent before they can be operated. This
created a problem among the system personnel assigned in the pump area,
including the chief ofthe system. It was very difficult for them to inform the
farmers about this guideline but they were nevertheless required to do so.
Then they observed the trend of collection rates for both the dry- and wet
season crops of 1982. Still the collection efficiency for the Pump Irrigation
Systems did not improve. Collection rates were only 150 kg and 250 kg of
unmilled rice for the wet and dry seasons, respectively, so that it was time for
a change. The NIA officials at the system level had to inform the farmers that
the Memorandum provision for nonoperation was about to be implemented.

CHAPTER 3

The Farmer Irrigators'
Organizing Project (FlOP)

HISTORY
1980s, NIA was searching for institutional innovations to
make its irrigation systems physically and economically self-sustaining. The
issuance ofNIA Memorandum Circular No. 48 of 1981, as discussed in the
previous chapter, and the very low collection efficiency in both Pump and
Gravity Irrigation Systems, set in action the wheels of change. In 1983,
AMR1S, in compliance with the said directive and with its urgent need to
attain financial viability, informed the farmers that it would not operate the
Pump Irrigation Systems for the dry-season crop of 1983. Naturally, this
announcement caused widespread protest among farmers of the Pump
, igation Systems. The farmers approached powerful politicians to demand
u.e operation ofthe pumps at all cost. They came in groups to the NIA Central
Office in Quezon City, to pressure the management to operate the pumps.
Finally, meetings were scheduled between NIA and the farmers to thrash out
problems and formulate a solution that would satisfy both farmers and NIA.
The dialogues were scheduled for October 1982, prior to the beginning of
pump operation in November of that year. The two NIA Assistant Admin
istrators for Operations and Finance attended the dialogues held at two
different locations. One was at the Bustos Municipality and the other at the
Municipality ofSan Rafael in Bulacan Province. Many complaints including
poor irrigation service by NIA personnel were aired by the farmers. After this,
both Assistant Administrators simply advised the farmers "Okay, we will
operate the pumps, ifyou yourselves organize into Irrigators' Associations."
The farmers, sensing that this was probably something similarto the compact
farm associations and seeing the prospect of continuous pump operation,
EARLY IN THE
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nodded their approval. And SO the "green light" was given and all the Pump
Irrigation Systems operated that year.
It was during a coffee session the author had with the ex-Regional
Irrigation Director of NIA Region 3 and the ex-Manager of the Regional
Institutional Development Division (RIDD), that the latter suggested the
employment of select farmers in organizing co-farmers into Irrigators'
Associations. He mentioned some advantages ofthis approach, induding the
fact that it would be cheaper to hire a farmer organizer than a professional
organizer. He said that a farmer organizer would stay in the area after
organizing the work plans, and would be more concerned with looking after
the welfare of the association being organized. This suggestion was brought
to the notice ofthe Assistant Administrator for Operations, who immediately
agreed with it. He then called the consultant for the Irrigation Community
Organizing Project (lCOP) and instructed him to prepare a framework and
plan for a pilot implementation ofthis new approach for organizing farmers.
And so, in May 1983, the Assistant Administrator called the Regional
Irrigation Director and his staff, the AMRIS Irrigation Superintendent and
his staff, and all others concerned, and the initial Farmer Irrigators'
Organizing Project (FlOP) was launched. It was to be piloted in two Pump
Irrigation Systems of AMRIS and some gravity areas of the Porac-Gumain
Rivers Irrigation System in the Province of Pampanga in Central Luzon.

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
Project background. As embodied in Presidential Decree 552, NIA's corpo
rate plan provides that:
water users through their associations shall have maximum
participation in the constructionandmanagementofirrigation systems.
The participatory approach to farmers association development shall
be implemented to prepare the farmers' major role in the effiCient and
ejJective operation and maintenance ofirrigation systems.

In line with the agency's thrust to obtain corporate financial viability, a
new approach to organizing farmers that was less expensive and replicable
nationwide was needed. The FlOP, which employed farmers as organizers,
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seemed to fit tile need for a program in farmer organization to complement
the Irrigation Community Organizing Project (lCOP). In ICOP, after
organizing the farmers in a certain area, the IC Organizer will be transferred
to another area, leaving behind the Irrigators' Association that still needs to
be developed and strengthened, whereas in flOP, the farmer organizers stay
in the area, looking after its continuous development.

Project rationale. The rationale for implementation ofFlOP was as follows:
1.

Cost reduction in direct organizing work without sacrificing prq.iect
effectiveness. Under this project, one Farmer Irrigator Organizer
(FlO) would have an average deployment area of about 105 ha. With
a monthly incentive allowance of 350 pesos, the direct organizing
cost was only about 400 pesos per month, or about US$29.00 (US$I
= 14.00 pesos, approximately).

2.

The employment offarmer irrigators as organizers, directly develops
the organizing capabilities of some members of the irrigation com
munity, in the interest of IA formation.

3.

Selecting FIOs who are currently trusted and respected by a majority
of the farmers in the system has advantages over the externallCOs
in their capacity for social integration and contact building, since the
farmers are already members of the community. They could easily
identify potential leaders because of their community knowledge;
they could also easily identify irrigation problems because of their
familiarity with the system.

4.

The flOP hastens farmers' reliance on themselves for organizational
capabilities and consequently shortens lead time for the formation of
Irrigators' Associations, due to the increased intensity of frontline
organizing manpower and a much-reduced deployment area per FlO.
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PROJECT AREA
Table 9 below shows the irrigation systems where FlOP was to be piloted and
implemented. It also shows the length of canals, the number of farmers and
the number ofFIOs needed for the project.
Table 9. Extent o/project area.
System
C.I

Porac-Gumaill RIS
Pampanga
gravity

C.2

C.3

Length of

Area

:"Jo. of

No. of

eanals (Jan)

(Ita)

farmel'S

HOs

23.68

1,068

901

9

BPIP -A,\fRIS
Bulacan  pump

3.98

351

216

3

BPEPIS AMRIS
Bulacoll  pump
Total

33.00

731

655

7

60.66

2,150

1,772

19

The average number offarmers per FIO was 93. The average area per FlO
was 113 ha.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The general objective of FlOP was to establish Irrigators' Associations that
could manage the O&M of pump systems and portions of a gravity system.
The immediate objectives were to: i) organize and develop a Project
Management Team (PMT) which would have capabilities for overall plan
ning, directing and controlling the FlOP; and ii) document activities of the
Project through Action Research Methodology.

PROJECT SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS
The organization ofFlOP management and implementation is illustrated in
Figure 8-p. 33:
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Figure 8. Framework plall o/FlOP.

I

Project consultant!
resonrces person

I
I

Management process
[Project Management
Team (PlvIT)]

I
I

.-'-\clion research

I
I

Note: IS

SnpcIyisOI)'1

organizing process
(IS, FlOPs, FIOs)

Irrigation Superintendent

The terminal output of the Project is the organization of irrigators into
associations capable of mallaging the operation and maintenance (O&M) of
system laterals and on-farm facilities, This output is dependent on the
effectiveness of the FlO organizing input which is, in turn, dependen[ on [he
quality of the Project supervisory processes, To provide the PMT wilh
available and comprehensive data on project processes, actton research
would document supervisory and organizing activities and their results, The
research drew insights from the status of farmers' organizations through an
external consulk1nL The interaction of the PMT with the external consultant
and resources persons was intended to achieve effective FlOP management
processes, The FlOP consultant had wide experience in all aspects of
institutional activities, He had been working with leOp since it was first
piloted,

PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND TIMETABLE
Table 10 (p, 34) shows various activities involved in the implementation of
FlOP. From May 1983, the project was programmed to be completed within
30 months. It was expected that the Irrigators' Association would be
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organized and prepared to assume full responsibilities in the management of
the Pump Irrigation Systems.
Table 10. Timetable ofproject activities.
Activities

!

Frequency

!---.

l. lvranagement organization and development
3. Project ori~ntation
b. PMT mcetingslconferences
c. Supervisory assessmcntJplalUling
d. Coordination meetings
2. FlO recruitment/developlllent and utilization
a. Recruitment
b. Predeployment training
c. Sessions with supervisors
d. Fonnal staffdevelopment
e. Farmers' consultation meeting
f. Technical inputs to fanners
on organization
g. TeciUlical input.~ to organized
famlers on system management
3. ActIOn research
a. Workshop on diagnostic
framework for action research
b. Data gathering
c. Data feedback and action planning
d. Action taking
e.

Monitoring/evaluation

I
i

once
once a month
twice a month
once, month
.--~

1st quarter

'."i'""'''~

..

continuous
contllluous

once
once
4 times a month
3 days per quarter
once

1st quarter
1st quarter
continuous
continuous
3rd quarter

once

4-5th quarter

once

6-8tl1 quarter

once

2nd qU3.1er
continuous
continuolls
continuolls

.

I

Schedule

.

i

continuous

NOle Total project time is 30 montilS or 10 quarters. Within the 9th and 10th quarters, tumover of

0& M responsibilities to the Irrigators' Associations was e)(pe~'1ed.

Management organization and development. Management organization
and development include the orientation and briefing of all NIA personnel
involved in the project on all aspects of FlOP implementation. The Project
Management Team (PMT) headed by the Project Officer, should convene
monthly meetings to assess the problems and progress ofthe project. The FlO
supervisor should conduct a bi-monthly meeting with the FIOs to assess the
progress of direct organizing of work. Monthly coordination meetings were
to be conducted to assess physical problems on the irrigation facilities and
progress of organizing work. This meeting was to be called by the Chief of
the Irrigation System.
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FlO recruitment/development and utilization. FlO involves the selection,
hiring, training and deployment offanners to be employed in organizing co
farmers into Irrigators' Associations. Once the associations are formed, they
will be trained and will participate in seminars on system management.
financial management, and basic leadership training, to prepare them for the
eventual takeover of the irrigation system.
Action research. Action research involves the hiring of two action
researchers to document the experiences of the pr~iect personnel so that
insights and learning would guide subsequent project implementation and
the replication of the project in other irrigation systems.

ESTIMATED BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS
Table 1 J (p. 36) shows the total estimated project cost for the three project
areas (refer to Table 9-p. 32) For a total area of2,150 ha, the cost per ha of
organizing work is estimated at 383 pesos (in 1983, US$ LOO 14.2 pesos).

ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION
NIA created the following teams or groups to ensure smooth implementation
of the new approach in the project.
The NIA central ojJice support group. The NIA central office support
group was headed by the NIA Assistant Administrator for Operations. NIA
hired the services of a Pr~iect Consulwnt from ICOP to prepare the
framework plan for FlOP implementation. Hewas assisted by three personnel
fr0111 the Institutional Development Department (IDD) and they worked out
all the plans, pr~iect cost and training designs for the project. The Systems
Management Departmellt provided the logistic support for the rehabilitation
and improvement ofaII irrigation facilities requested by the farmers. All valid
requests of farmers were consolidated for the preparation of the Program of
Work. Upon approval, the Program ofWork will be submitted for funding by
the Systems Management Department.
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Table 11. Estimated budgetary requirements.
Particulars

Estimated
cost (in pesos}

Projecl managemenl
a. Incentive allowance ofa flO supervisor
@ P ISO/month x 2 x 30
b. PMT an FlO supervisor con.ferences and staff development
c. Travel/supervision expenses -P 400/month x 4 x 30
d. Gasoline allowance I' 500/month x 30
Subtotal
..
2. Action research
a. Salary/allowances of action re
searcher - P 2,000lmonth x 2 x 30
b. Salary of I staff assistant -P I,OOO/month x 30
c. ART feedback/plalUling session with PMT
d. Monthly/quarterly sunullative reports
Subtotal
-3. Farmer Irngator Organizer
a. Travel/incentive allowance of 19 FIOs P350xl9x30
b. Predeployment training/staff development
c. Supplies P SO/month x 19 x 30
Subtotal
I.

.-~---.--

gs

b. Organization training
c. Syslem management lrainlllg
Sublolal
Grand lolal
S.

Cost per hectare

Note: 1983 conversion rate: lIS51.00

!
9,00000
75,00000
48,000.00
15,000.00
147,000.00

120,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
54.000.00
---.119,000.00
199,500.00
75,000.00
28,500.00
._... 303,000.0_0_
34,000.00
42.000.00
68,000.00
144,000.00
823,000.00
383.00

14.00 pesos.

Project Management Team (PAD). The Project Management Team
comprised the Regional Irrigation Director, as de facto head; the Manager of
the Institutional Development Division (100) as the Project Officer, Chief
of the Operations Division; the Irrigation Superintendents of the three
systems; the Fanner Irrigatos' Organizer Supervisors (FIOS) for the two pilot
systems; and staff ofthe 100 ofRegional Office. This Team was responsible
for the tasks enumerated below:
i.
ii.

cor duct Project Management Team meetings;
monitor, direct and control FlOP implementation;
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iii.

conduct pcriodic field visits for monitoring and evaluation of
implementation;
iv. recommend budgetary allocation for program implementation;
v. provide institutional/technical assistance for field implementors; and
vi. submit assessment/progress reports to the Regional Irrigation Direc
tor.
Topics discussed during PMT meetings include the number of farmer
groups organized, funding problems in implementation, feedbacks reported
by the action researcher. and recommended solutions to problems.
The supervisO/y/organizing group. The supervisory/organizing group
was headed by the Irrigation Superintendent who directly supervises and
coordinates all FlOP and O&M activities of the system, validates farmers'
demands. conducts coordination meetings, at least once a month, and attends
supervisory meetings when needed. During coordination meetings, the Chief
of Systems gathered all farmers' requests on rehabilitation works. He
discussed this individually with every FlO and approved items that warranted
his oWlljudgement. Items that he thought were not immediate)} needed and
not so vital in the oIX~ration of the system were shelved for further study. At
this meeting each FlO and the supervisor has to report to him the status of
organizing work on the number of small groups organized. Under him arc
the following groups of personnel with their assigned tasks or responsibili
ties.
The FlO supervisor:
I.

ii.
iii.
IV.

v.

directly supervises organizing activities and evaluates performance
ofFIOs;
submits consolidated reports to the Irrigation Superintendents;
conducts farmers' consultation meetings, planning meetings and
regular field visits;
provides technical inputs to FIOs 6n organization: and
assists in the conduct of training for FIOs.

The Farmer Irrigators' Organizers (FlOs) have to:
i.
ii.
iii.

establish the physical and socioeconomic profile of the assigned
deployment area;
conduct house visits for contact building and problem identification:
identi(v TPL (Identified Potential Leader) for mobilization;
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IV.

v.
vi.
vii.

facilitate conduct of IPL meetings;
create farmers' awareness of collective problem-solving;
attend coordination and staff development meetings; and
submit monthly progress reports on organizing activities.

The Water Management TechnologistlWatermaster was assigned to:
i.
Ii.
Ij.
IV.

v.

assist. in identification of FIOs;
provide FIOs with a Jist of farmers' names and parcellary maps;
assist FIOs in validating the list;
orient FIOs in the status and condition of irrigation facilities in their
deployment areas; and
assist FIOs in organizing and conducting meetings.

SELECTION OF FIOS
Selection ofFIOs was a totally new experience for all members of the Project
Management Team. During the meeting conducted for the selection of
Farmer Irrigators' Organizers, nobody was aware of the qualifications
needed for FIOs. Participants contributed their own ideas about what a farmer
organizer must be. Although there were some contradicting points of view.
the following were the agreed criteria for the final selection of a FlO:
i.
ii.

111.

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
VIII.

ix.
x.

Educational attainment (at least High School Graduate certificate);
Economic status (preferably middle class); defined as not very poor
(that the farmer will always look for a living) and not very rich (that
he may not lose the enthusiasm);
Age (at least 25 years old);
Status of Irrigation Service Fee (ISF) payment (good payer and no
arrears of payment);
Must be available on call;
Not holding a political position;
Able to read and write;
Physically fi t;
Respected in the area;
Have leadership potential;
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Good in oral communication; and
Must be a farmer-irrigator of the lateral canal that he will represent
and be a resident in the area.

Selecting a Farmer Irrigators' Organizer who has all the above qualifica
tions is a very difficult task. A farmer may be proficient in oral communica
tion and a respected man, but he may be illiterate; for example, some farmers
had relatively low educational attainment (less than high school graduate
certificate). Another prospective FlO was not a resident in the sector he
represented, but his farm was located in that particular sector. Whatever
difficulties there were in the FlO selection, the Watermaster was instructed
to select and submit names of the best three farmers he knew, in eaeh
deployment area.
The three prospective FlOs in each sector were required to fill in a bio-data
sheet (Appendix 2) and were informally interviewed by a NlA Screening
Committee with members from the Project Management Team, and two
personnel from the Institutional Development Department of the NIA
Central Office. Basic information obtained were personal, social, and
economic characteristics such as age, highest educational certificate ob
tamed, sources of income, etc. A copy of the biodata sheet is presented as
Appendix 2. A background investigation was also made by the regional and
central office staff of NIA by interviewing the neighbors of the prospective
FIOs. Information obtained was used to validate the data given by each
prospective flO to determine the perception of neighbors regarding thdr
leadership capabilities and the candidates' established credibility. The
interview guide for the neighbor of the prospective FlO is shown in
Appendix 3.
The Central Office and regional staff, including the FlO supervisors,
assessed all the information obtained. Finally, after the social investigation,
the Selection and Screening Committee selected one from the three candi
dates for the IA area. This nominee was finally interviewed personally by the
Project Officer (the Manager of the Regional Institutional Development
Division). It was fortunate that no one among those selected was refused.
They were well-informed about their obligations and accepted the fact that
what they were about to perform was for the benefit of themselves and their
co-farmers. All Fros selected expressed their opinion that their assignmcnts
were somewhat ofa challenging nature. To accomplish something memora
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ble and worthwhile for their compatriots was, to them, something which
cannot be valued in monetary terms.

FlO PREDEPLOYMENT
Preparatory to the actual organizing activities, a predeploymcnt training for
the selected FIOs was held at the NIA Training Center in San Rafael, Bulacan
from 2 to 7 May 1983. The objective of this training was to familiarize the
organizers in all aspects oforganizing w'ork, area ofdeployment and possible
problems to be encountered. The trainers were composed of the Project
Consultant, three personnel from the Institutional DeveiopmentDepartment
of the NIA Central Office, together with the Project Management Team.
Trainees numbering nineteen, (Table 9) were given parcellary maps showing
areas under their jurisdiction, together with the list offarmers' names in each
area. Some of the topics discussed during the training period were:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

orientation of the flOP:
physical characteristics of the irrigation system;
present SUltuS of the system and its operation;
historical background of NIA organizing Irrigators' Associations;
farmers' problems in irrigation and suggested solutions:
decision making;
communication;
guides in organizing the IA:
steps in organizing;
duties of IA members;
interpersonal communication to know problems in irrigation and to
identify potential farmer leaders; and
the conduct of meetings and mobilizing of people.

The topic offarmers' problems in irrigation and corresponding solutions
drew a very lengthy and productive discussion. The discussion was centered
on: I) farmers' problems with NIA, 2) NIA staff problems with farmers, and
3) farmers' problems with co-farmers. Farmer's problems with NIA dealt
mostly with nonfunctional irrigation facilities. Their major problems, how
ever, were with co-farmers. During this discussion, NIA raised the following
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questions: I) Who were the ones throwing garbage into the canal?; 2) Who
were slowly "eating-up" the canal embankment or dike season-after-season,
to make their farms bigger?; 3) Who allowed work animals to destroy the
canal dikes?; and 4) Who were bending and even stealing the stems and steel
gates of lateral canals and turnouts? When these questions were raised, the
trainees remained speechless and they all agreed that none ofthose problems
could be resolved by NIA personnel. It was truly the work oftheir co-farmers.
The extensive, lengthy, but fruitful discussion on this topic made them realize
that there really was a need for them to participate in the operation and
maintenance (O&M) of the system. They were now aware that they should
not and could not leave all responsibility with the government and that they
must participate and help the government. As a resull. the Farmer Irrigators'
Organizers thcmselves feIt and recognized the need for a viable Irrigators'
Association. Before leaving the seminar, the FIOs were advised by the
Irrigation Superintendent to identi(y and record problems of all the farmers
in their respective sectors,

FlO DEPLOYMENT
The first month of actual organizing had no results at all. Calls of FIOs for
farmers to attend meetings seemed to fall on deaf ears. Farmers were always
saying that they were fed up with NJA Ever since the irrigation system was
constructed, they had brought their problems to NJA, but no action had been
taken. These were the common problems aired by the FIOs in the first
coordination meeting held to identifY the problems oftheir organizing works.
However, upon obtaining the list of the farmers' problems and requests to
NIA, (such as canal lining, thresher crossings, etc.) the Irrigation Superin
tendent scheduled a field visit to each FlO sector in July 1983, in order to
assess their requests. When he determined the requests were reasonable, he
talked to the farmers about their need to participate in all the needed repair
and rehabilitation work. Agreements were made for joint-im'estment for
every needed repair work to be undertaken. NIA would provide all materials
needed and the farmers would provide free labor, The Superintendent
facilitated the delivery of construction materials or equipment needed for
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every FlO sector. He negotiated for the procurement and delivery of all
materials needed even without an approved program of work and funding
support. The FlO was ofthe opinion that the NIA management would support
him, once they were informed that the materials were all intended for the
benefit of their co-farmer clients. He also took the risk of ordering the
materials, believing that the farmers would also back him up in what he was
doing for them. When the farmers saw the arrival ofa NIA truck, loaded with
construction materials on the agreed schedule, or soon thereafter, they were
greatly motivated. The FIOs became instant local heroes. The farmers then
believed in them and realized that NIA was serious this time.
Establishing contacts with every individual farmer in a FlO's sector is a
very difficult and troublesome activity for any FlO. One FlO thought of the
idea of making contacts with three to five respected farmers or a potential
farmer leader in every turnout or in a particular area, to make the job easier.
This was discussed among all FIOs in their supervisory meeting with the FlO
Supervisor. The criteria used in selecting these potential leaders were
identified as follows. They must:
i.
ii.
111.

IV.

be respected in the community;
possess good character;
have good economic status (to have time for the organizingjob as well
as farming and family): and
possess good leadership qualities.

One FlO sector covered three to five turnouts or a whole lateral canaL as
shown in Figure 7. One turnout serves a minimum of 5 ha, or a maximum
of 30 to 50 ha, in the case of a lateral. It also serves 5 to 30 farmers, as the
case maybe. The FlO selects three potential leaders per subunit or farm-ditch
to constitute what is called a core group (CG). These core groups are visited
by FIOswho conduct small group meetings. All the core groups (three to five)
together are calIed an organizing group (OG). There is one OG for each
turnout. The OG is responsible for contacting other farmers and convening
meetings in their respective subunits or farm-ditches to discuss problems in
irrigation and the need for the Turnout Association or Farmer Irrigators'
Groups (FIGs). ThesearecalledBuketengSamahangMagpapatubig(BSMj.
in the Tagalog dialect (which means Farmer Irrigators' Group). These are
joined at a higher level to form the Irrigators' Associations. The FlO also
conducts meetings with all the organizing groups in different turnouts. In
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some cases, the FIO conducts meetings in each subunit ofthe turnout service
area and finally, it conducts meetings of all farmers comprising the BSM. or
FIGs (Farmers Irrigators' Groups), at the turnout leveL

ORGANIZATION OF THE BUKETE NG SAMAHANG
MAAGAPATABIG OR FARMER IRRIGATORS' GROUP
Following the training. a preorganizational meeting was conducted for all
farmers served by the turnout. Farmers discussed their problems in the area,
stich as the repair of canals, the need for culverts, and especially, poor
distribution ofwater. The problems gathered by the FlO from these meetings
were then submitted to the FlO Supervisor. The fanners' problems and needs
were discussed at bimonthly supervisory meetings, presided over by the FlO
Supervisor. These meetings, held alternatively in different FlO houses, wcre
attended by the FIOs, the Zone Engineer and Watermasters. All problems of
disrepair and the need for rehabilitation and improvement works were
identified and recorded by the Zone Engineer for submission to the Irrigation
Superintendent for action.
In the formation of the BSMs or FIGs, the FlO maintained a logbook of
activities which was occasionally checked or monitored by the Supervisor.
The date and place of meetings and attendancc were recorded, as well as the
major topics and problems discussed. In some instances, the FlOs provided
snacks for the meetings held, paid by them personally. In other instances. the
FlO Supervisor temporarily shouldered the cost, for reimbursement from the
NIA funds. Problems in organizing were also presented by the FlOs to their
Supervisor. The FlO Supervisor who was previously a Watermaster in
another division within AMRlS had some background knowledge in
organizing work. He began to organize farmers in his former division when
he was selected personally by the Irrigation Superintendent. He had a very
good relationship with the farmers in his previous assignment. The job oCthe
FlO Supervisor was gi\'ell to him.
When all farmers in a turnout agreed to form the BSM, a meeting was
scheduled for the election of BSM officers. The officers elected were the
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, 'Treasurer and Auditor. This process
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was repeated for each turnout until all the BSMs were formed by October
1983. It took about 5 months for the 7 FIOs to organize the 28 BSMs, which
now constitute the Bustos-Pandi Irrigators' Association or BUSPAN IA. The
indicators set forth by the FlO Supervisor and the FIOs demonstrating that
the BSMs were organized, were the following:
i.
ii.

iii.
IV.

about 90 percent ofthe farmers in a BSMattended monthly meetings;
ninety percent of the farmers participated in canal maintenance and
provided free labor in rehabilitation and repair works;
farmers who were unable to attend meetings paid penalties on the
amount agreed upon; and
farmers who were unable to participate in repair works sent their sons
or other people to represent them.

As an incentive, each of the 7 FIOs received 350 pesos per month
(US$16.00) for a period of six months. This was subsequently increased to
500 pesos per month for the next 18 months. The agreement between NIA
and the FIOs to undertake the organizing activities covers a one-year period.
As a reward for a job well done, NIA decided to grant them a one-year
extension. In 1990. the contracts ofFIOs in the Irrigation Operation Support
Project (IOSP) covered a one-year period without extension. As provided in
the bylaws ofthe Irrigators' Association, the FIOs were installed as members
ofthe Board of Advisers. They were required to attend the monthly meetings
of the Board of Directors and any other meetings that required their
attendance. They were given the same transportation expenses given to
members ofthe Board of Directors to attend meetings. This incentive started
from 30 pesos per meeting attended in 1984 to the present 80 pesos per
attendance (US$3.00). They were given the same penalties as for Directors
for not attending meetings, such as forfeiture of the incentive plus payment
of a fine of 30 pesos for each absence. These incentives and penalties were
all agreed upon by the Board of Directors and the Board of Advisers.

CHAPTER 4

The Birth of Buspan IA Incorporated

ORGANIZATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT
SHORTL Y AFTER THE 28 BSMs were organized, NIA conducted a workshop
on establishing farmers' organizations, from 4 to 7 October, 1983. It was
during this workshop, on 6 October, 1983 (five monthsaflerthe predeployment
training of the FIOs) that BPEPIS became established as the Bustos-Pandi
Irrigators' Association, Incorporated, or BUSPAN lA, INC. The seminar
was attended by the BSM chairman and FIOs. The FlO supervisor served as
one of the resource speakers while the FIOs acted as facilitators in their
sectoral group sessions.
In the workshop, the officers of the Irrigators' Association (IA) were
elected and the bylaws of the Association were formulated, improved and
revised. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) requirements were
discussed, and the IA held its first Meeting of the Board of Directors. The
topics discussed in the meeting included the need for discipline among
officers and members of the lA, the schedule of their regular monthly
meetings and the role ofthe FIOs as members ofthe Board of Advisers ofthe
IA. During the election of officers, NIA advised the group on the need for
officers to come from various portions or sectors ofthe service area. The FIOs
served to heighten the awareness and interest level of the BSM chairmen
toward IA formation. Each one of them explained to the group the need for
the farmers to be united.
One FlO confessed that earlier he was a problem farmer and had always
caused illegal checking of the check structure near his house. He owned
approximately 10 ha ofland located adjacent to the canal and he had always
wanted his farm to be full of water at all times. He never bothered to know
ifother farmers downstream had their share of water. Today, after NIA had
oriented him on various irrigation problems and after he had gone around to
45
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see the plight of other farmers, he says he is convinced that farmers must
group together. After this orientation he no longer caused illegal checking
and allowed downstream farmers to get the water first.
Another FlO told the group that one farmer had told him that there was
no need for an association, since he and other farmers were religiously paying
the Irrigation Service Fee to NIA. The FlO had asked that farmcr ifhe was
happy and <:ontented, injust having the \-vater and paying the ISF, knowing
that there were farmers downstream who were unable to get water, just
because ofthe result oftha! line ofthinking and reasoning. The FlO informed
the group that the farmer was stumped by that and ;:lat he was able to
convince the fanner of the need to organize themselves. The farmer was even
elected as chairman of the BSM in his area.
Other FIOs reiterated and emphasized that since most oft he farmers were
old, they must have something of worth and value that their children must
inherit and that showing the young generation a good example of leadership
and the value of unit)' would surely guide their children to a meaningful and
contended life in the years to come. By citing such examples as those above,
the FIOs facilitated and enhanced speedy formation of the BUSPAN IA
Thirteen months after the predeployment training ofFIOs. in June I 98.t, NIA
formally turned over full management of the Pump Irrigation System to the
BUSPAN IA The details of the Memorandum of Agreement between NIA
and BUSPAN IA are shown in Appendix 4.
There was a great deal of apprehension among members of the Board of
Directors of the IA during the final discussions, prior to the signing of the
turnover agreement. They were unsure whether they could efficiently
manage the operations of the Pump Irrigation System. There were so many
questions of "how" and "if' from the farmers. However, NIA managed to
convince them that it would always support and guide them in their
management. NIA also emphasized the need and timing for their participa
tion. Iffarmers would not participate ih O&M, the cost of operation would
continue to increase, while the collection efficiency rate remained unaltered.
NIA would be forced to pass the burden on to the farmers and increase the
ISF at the minimum level that revenue would break even with the operational
cost. On the other hand, if the farmers would participate and be able to save
costs, whatever surplus or profit obtained would be given to them. In the end,
the farmers agreed to take over the pump operation for one year on a trial
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basis, beginning with the wet-season crop of 1984 until the dry-season crop
of 1985, The rest is history. They realized at the end of the wet-season crop
of 1984, that they had reduced power consumption, had increased collection
and that tIieIA had netted an income ofmore than I00,000 pesos (US$7, 100).
The relationship that had developed among BUSPAN lA, the other JAs
in AMRIS, and NIA is something worth mentioning. With the Initiative of
BUSPAN lA, all Irrigators' Associations organized by AMRIS eventually
grouped themselves in 1986 as the AMRIS Confederation of Irrigators'
Association, with NIA as its adviser. The primary purpose of the Confedera
tion is for lAs to advise and help each other solve problems within their
respective Associations. Strengthening O&M performance, attaining self
sustainability, andjoining each other for oragainst national issues ofconcern
have beeome other activities of the Confederation.
Recently, NIA encountered another stumbling block in its quest for
corporate financial viability and self-sustainability. Recently, national poli
ticians, urged by some politically cause-oriented groups, sponsored bills in
the Senate that would provide partial or free irrigation to farmers. During the
preliminary hearing at the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Food on 3
August 1989, the NIA Administrator was requested to present NIA's
concerns about the proposed bills. Together with the presidents of BUS PAN
IA and the Angat-Bustos-Pandi Irrigators' Association (ANBUSPA IA), he
informed the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Food that abolishing the
Irrigation Service Fee was not the answer to supporting farmers. He told the
Committee that the farmers in their organizations were amortizing the Pump
Irrigation System to the government and managing the system itself. They
are the ones collecting the ISF that is even higher than the gravity rates and
still they attain a lOO-percent collection. Besides being unfair to the farmers
in upland areas and in Pump Irrigation Systems, the proposed bill will only
encourage the farmers to always rely on the government. They also sta ted that
to support and help the farmers, the government should finance a so-called
"Rice Production Cluster" Project designed to el1.1ble lAs to take over
postharvest activities from the middlemen and traders (Appendix 5).
Figure 9 (p, 48) shows the organizational structure ofBUSP AN IA There
are 28 members on the Board of Directors. These are the 28 BSM chairmen.
The Board of Directors elected from among themselves the lA officers and
through NIA' s guidance, they created four committees to handle various

Figure 9. Organizational structure of BU5PAN fA at the fA level (upper box) and at the B5M level (lower box).
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tasks ofthe IA. The officers who were elected among the 28 BSM chairmen
are the following:

i.

President
The President acts as the Head of the IA. He is
responsible for all IA transactions;

ll.

Vice-President - Two Vice-Presidents are elected. The first Vice
President is the chairman of the committee on service, while the
second Vice-Prcsident acts as co-chairman. They are responsible for
the implementation of the rotation schedule and overall water
distribution within the IA;

iii. Secretary The Secretary acts as the chairman of the committee on
membership and education. He is in charge ofthe follow-up activities
for training and application for membership;
iv. Auditor
The Auditor is the chairman of the cOhlmittee on Audit
and Inventory. He is responsible for checking financial transactions
and all properties acquired by the Association. He is also responsible
for auditing the IA accounts and records.
Members ofthe Board ofDirectors who were not elected as officers ofthe
IA were assigned to different committees as members. Each committee
comprised four members. At the BSM level, the same sets of officers were
elected with only one Vice-President and the same set of committees was
created. Election of officers is done annually. Election at the BSM level takes
place every first Friday ofthe year. This is followed by the election ofofficers
at the IA level every second Friday of the year.
Prior to the monthly meeting of the Board of Directors, a monthly BSM
meeting is also held. They discuss problems affecting operations and all
unresolved issues are forwarded to the Board ofDirectors for decisions. Once
agreement or a decision is made at the Board of Directors' level, this is
brought down to the BSM level for implementation. The elected President of
the IA presides over the monthly meeting ofthe Board of Directors. He also
presides over the meeting at the BSM level. In the first board meeting, it was
decided that an amount of 30 pesos would be given to each member of the
Board of Directors for attendance of meeting and a fine of 30 pesos for each
absence. So, a member of the Board of Directors who is absent from one
meeting not only pays the fine but forfeits his incentive. All collected fines
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and forfeited incentives accrue to the Board of Directors' fund. In January
1986, on the suggestion ofthe President, the Board ofDirectors approved an
additional incentive of 50 pesos per officer to encourage them to actively
participate in all IA actinties.
The role ofthe FIOs up to 1990 has been advisory. They are permanently
installed as the Board of Advisers. They attend the monthly meetings and also
give guidance. They attend BSM meetings for thei r sectors. They see to it that
policies of the IA are being implemented. Like the Board ofthe Directors, the
FIOs are also issued with the same incentives for attending meetings of the
Board of Directors and are imposed the same fines and penalties if they fail
to attend them.
During the first year of operation, the IA hired the [ollowing personnel:
l.

Irrigators' Aide who manages ,vater distribution under the guidance
of the Committee on Service;

ii.

Accountant who acts also as Billing Clerk in preparing the ISF bill
for each BSM in the turnout group: and

Ill.

Pump Operator.

As part ofthe IA development program, NIA scheduled and conducted the
following training to further develop and strengthen the capability ofthe IA.
i.

Systelll Managellient Training held fr0111 25 to 27 July 1984 was
attended by the BSM chairmen and vice-chairmen and FIOs. The
trainees were given lectures on simple water-management practices,
such as principles of closing of rice dike openings, if farms are fully
irrigated, checking and closing rice leakages, and close coordination
among farmers to prevent water flow to the drains. The importance
of planting early maturing varieties and simullaneous farm opera
tions was also discussed. During the System Management Training,
the participants had a very strong appreciation of this concept as they
were able to relate it to the power used in pumping irrigation water.

II.

Selllinarol1 Billing. CollectiOn andRemittance Systelll was held from
11 to 12 September 1984. This was attended by the BSM chairmen,
treasurers, the 1A accountant and FIOs. Billing Clerks of AMRIS
gave lectures on the preparation ofISF bills. In the case of the lA, the
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preparation of group bills per BSM was taught The importance of
regular remittance of collections was also emphasized.
iii. Financiallvlanagemenl Seminar held from 23 to 25 August 1985, was
attended by the BSM chairmen, treasurers, the IA accountant and
FIOs. On financial matters, the groups were given guidelines on
simple accounting procedures and practices. The Accounting Clerk
of the System gave lectures on the importance ofkeeping records of
money or funds coming in and out of the fA or BSM.
iv. Basic Leadership Development Course conducted from 11 to 13
December 1985, was attended by the BSM chairmen and FI0s.
Proper procedures in conducting meetings were discussed in this
seminar. Methods for agenda preparation as well as recording of the
minutes of meetings were given emphasis during this course.
The major role of the FIOs in these training programs, aside from
attending them, is to make sure that the BSM officers are all present. With
the exception of members who were sick or who were absent because of
unavoidable commitments, attendance in all seminars was Hearly 100
percent.

SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE AND OPERATfON
UNDER BUSPAN TA
According to the agreement between NJA and BUSPAN IA. (Appendix 4),
NIA provided full financial assistance for pump repairs until 31 May, 1985.
After this date the association took over. For canal maintenance, the main
canal was subdivided among the 28 BSMs. Each BSM was given the
responsibility to maintain about 500 meters. This included the laterals and
farm ditches within each of their sectors. Each BSM was given P 800 by the
IA per cropping season for the monthly clearing and maintenance of canals.
They used this amount for snacks and meals during maintenance operations.
In case ofemergency repairs along the main canal. the Presidcnt is authorized
to hire laborers. If repair works occur on lateral canals, the BSM concerned
will take care ofthe job, including expenses. Ifmajor repairs such as desilting
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of canals and surfacing and leveling of roadways are needed that require
equipment and vehicles, NIA provides the equipment (including operator)
fr·.:e of rental charges, while the Association shoulders the fuel expenses.
During the NIA management, it formulated a water delivery schedule for
the Pump Irrigation System. At that time, the Watermaster, the Ditchtenders
and the Irrigation Superintendent had to work during the night just to
facilitate water delivery to the downstream areas. On account of farmers'
interference, it was very hard to deliver water to downstream areas, not only
in the Pump Irrigation System but in the gravity system as well. When
BUSPAN IA took over, they adopted the NIA schedule, and after some weeks
of operation they made some modifications and adjustments, to suit actlL:11
field conditions based on the length of time needed to irrigate all BSMs.
Figure IO (p. 53) shows the modified water distribution sehedule of the
BUSPAN IA. The schedule calls for the Committee on Service to facilitate
water delivery to BSMs 1 to 19 from 8.00 a.m. Friday to 8.00 a.m. Monday.
Water is rotated to BSMs 20 to 25 from 8.00 a.m. Monday to 8.00 a.m.
Thursday. During this period, water is simultaneously delivered to low-lying
areas in BSMs 1 to 19, although the gate openings of all intakes will be
adjusted to half that oftlle pre\'ious openings. On the last shift. all gates from
BSMs I to 25 will be closed to deliver water to BSMs 26, 27 and 28 from 8.00
a.m. Thursday to 8.00 ,un. Friday.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ISF COLLECTION
In accordance with IA regulations, every member is required to pay the
following fees:
i.
ii.
Ill.

an initial membership fee of 10 pesos;
annual dues of 5 pesos:
an Irrigation Service Fee equivalent to 5.5 and 5 cavans (275 and 250
kg of unmilled rice) for dry and wet seasons, respectively, (the
government price per kilogram is adopted as a cash equivalent). The
ISF rates adopted by BUSP APN IA were based on the minimum rate
computed by NIA so that the IA will be able to pay O&M cost
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Figure 10. Water distribution/or BUSPAN IA.
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including the power bill and obtain a minimal surplus at 80 percent
collection efficiency.
The membership fee for each member was collected upon submission
of membership applications, while the annual dues were collected
during the first month of each year. Irrigation Service Fees were
collected twice a year during the harvest period for wet- and dry
season crops. Two weeks before harvest, the IA Accountant prepares
group bills for each BSM. This is distributed to the Treasurer ofeach
BSM, who collects the ISF from each member. All fees collected at
BSM levels by the BSM Treasurers are remitted to the IA Treasurer.
The IA treasurer then deposits all collections in the bank. In 1984, as
a safeguard for all fees collected, the IA opened a savings and time
deposit account with a government banking institution. The IA
Treasurer and the Accountant are required to prepare and submit a
monthly finaneial statement on the collections and transactions ofthe
IA. These are presented and discussed at every meeting ofthe Board
of Directors.
In the initial year of operation (1984), BUSPAN IA netted a total profit
of 134,000 pesos. By December 1989. the IA had a total account balance of
620,460 pesos (US$22.000). Part ofthe accumulated funds is earmarked for
the purchase of a new pump in case of adverse evcntualities. The IA is also
presently engaged in the cooperative movement. About 200.000 pesos were
invested in the cooperative to assist farmers in the form of loans wi th very low
interest. By December 1989, the cooperative where the IA is affiliated had
a total net worth of 3,000,000 pesos (US$107,000).
Today, during informal gatherings, BUSPAN IA officers and members
like to tease NIA officials and employees on how the latter were able to
braimvash them. Farmers say the NIA personnel are now sitting pretty, while
the IA bears all the hardship and headaches in running the Pump Irrigation
System. But they also reply quickly that they are only joking. They have
realized that without their participation NIA would have always had a hard
time in satis(ying its farmer clients. They have seen NIA try its best and they
knew of some untoward incidents in the past, when even a farmer was killed
over water disputes. Today, even though there are sacrifices made. and to be
made, every officer and member ofthe IA is happy. They always have one joke
to crack at the NIA, "Do you want the IA to teach NIA lessons in how to
increase collection efficiency?"

CHAPTERS

Impacts and Results

THE TURNOVER OF management from NIA to the farmers and the establish
ment of the BUSPAN Irrigators' Association brought about noticeable
positive results in management performance. There were visible and partly
unexpeeted changes as a result of the management turnover to the IA
Compared to the NIA management from 1972 to the dry-season crop of I 984.
BUSP AN IA has registered marked changes in the areas of operation,
maintenance, cropping intensity, power consumption and collection rates of
Irrigation Service Fees. Starting with the wet-season crop of 1984, BUSP AN
IA developed itself as a typical model of what an Irrigators' Association
should be so that it became worthy of being publicized in various Philippine
magazines. BUSPAN IA demonstrated to others, the importance ofbcing a
united group, with cohesiveness and an ability to resolve conflicts, and above
all, the ability to stand on its own feet.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Discipline, the importance of instituting which was learnt by its members in
the previous seminars conducted by NIA, played a major role in O&M
activity. During the NIA management, its personnel, working day and night,
could hardly irrigate the downstream and low-lying areas of the main canal
and laterals due to farmer interference with the operation. Today, farmers
located in downstream areas have little to complain about. Because of
cooperation among them, the most downstream area can be irrigated in a
single day. The field of maintenance is another area which shows impressive
changes. In most eases, a NIA Ditchtendcr would complete cleaning a 3.5
km canal in about two months, whereas BUSPAN IA has demonstrated its
ability to clean the entire length ofmain canal and laterals (33 km) including
55
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farmditches, in less than two days. The spirit of B(~vanihal1 (group work in
the Tagalog dialect), had been reactivated by the Association. Over 90
percent ofall officers and members participate in every maintenance activity
scheduled monthly by the IA

CROPPING INTENSJTY
Table 12 below shows a eomparisonof cropping intensities between NIA and
IA management periods. They are roughly the same. Although not substan
tial, onaccount ofinconsistencies in systems' records, :here was nevertheless
a slight improvement in the irrigated area.
Table 12. Irrigated area alld cropping il1lensity.
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Immediately after the IA took over in 1984, there was an increase of 28
ha in the irrigated area (677-649). The varying changes in the data on
seasonal cropping intensity can be attributed to the following factors:
I.

removal of ponions of roadways, residential lots, etc., from actual
areas being tilled;

ii,

discovery of additional areas
most farmers never expose the truth
about the exact area of the land they have tilled. This problem is
common in the gravity flow systems and also at BUSPAN;
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iii. land conversion some areas are being converted into housing sub
divisions and industrial sites.
At present, BUSPAN is in the process of checking questionable data on
land area irrigated by its IA. It has requested NIA to teach them practical
methods and techniques for land measurement. BUSPAN suspects that
approximately 100 ha of irrigated area is not included in the figures. Once
the ongoing area checking activities are completed, BUSP AN is sure that the
cropping intensity will increase considerably.

POWER CONSUMPTION
One of the significant changes resulting in the takeover of management by
the Irrigators' Association is the large reduction in power consumption as
shown in Figure II.
Figure 11. Power cOllsumptio/1 by NfA alld BUSPAN fA
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During the NIA management, farmers never bothered if they saw water
overflowing rice dikes and being wasted in the drains. They contended that
because they were paying irrigation service fees they could take all the water
they needed. Today, it is a totally different story. By teaching them simple
water-management practices, suchas closing ofrice field openings ifthe rice
field is already full of water, and not allowing water to flow into drains,
BUSPAN IA was able to save considerably on power consumption. Compar
ing the 1983 and 1984 consumptions, it was found that the IA was able to save
79,000 kwh. Farmers often remind their co-farmers about water \vastage.
They are now more conscious of water conservation in order to save on
electricity costs ofwater pumped. In 1987. on accountofthe late rainfan, they
operated the pumps in the wet season as though it was a dry season. They were
even able to save 7,000 kwh compared to the 1983 consumption. The total
cost of electricity consumed plus other operational costs for every cropping
season is provided by NlA to each of the lAs of the three Pump Irrigation
Systems, annually. The Irrigators' Associations then compute the ISF rates
that will be sufficient to cover the total operational cost plus a certain surplus.

IRRIGA TION SERVICE FEE COLLECTION
Another very significant change is the tremendous increase in the collection
oflrrigation Service Fees. During the period that the system was still under
the supervision of NIA, the average collection efficiency attained was 50
percent. Figure 12 (p. 59) shows the comparative collection performance
under the NIA and the IA managements.
As shown in this figure, starting in 1984 when BUSPAN IA took over the
management of the system, the collection efficiency never went below 90
percent. It attained a 100 percent collection rate in 1989, and is trying to
maintain it at that level. One foreign visitor commented that it was really a
fantastic thing to happen. He was unable to figure out how, that, in spite of
the high operation and maintenance cost and the increase in Irrigation
Service Fee rates, the farmers were willing and able to take over the
management oCthe Pump Irrigation System and still increase the efficiency
offee collection as \vell.
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Figure 12. Irrigation Service Fee collection, BPEPIS, 1982-1989.
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Some of the factors lhat could be attributed to this situation are the
following'
i.

System ofcollection. The IA sets the date and time of ISF collection.
They call this lagolll bayad, meaning mass payment in the Tagolog
dialect. Each season, all farmers proceed to a designated place and
pay their ISF, thereby saving on time and effort for the collector. This
system is also being practiced in the gravity-flow area.

II.

Collection incentives. A lO-percent collection incentive is given by
the IA to any BSM group that can collect 100 percent of the current
collectibles. Additional incentives are given for collecting from back
accounts.

iii. Collection Strategy. An approved Board decision lo take over lhe
farm operation ofa delinquent member recently took effect. As agreed
upon, the IA took over the farm operation of the lot of a delinquent
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member (with a signed statement ofapproval) and after deducting all
operations costs including the arrears or part of it, the remainder was
issued to the delinquent member. StilI another strategy employed is
the group visiting of all the IA officers and the BOA At lunch time,
they proceed to the house of the erring member and out of Filipino
tradition, the member is forced to prepare meals or snacks for the
group, which makes him incur additinal expenses.
iv. Sense ofawareness andproper orientation. Since the start ofthe need
for self-sustainability or viability, NIA had been vigorous\y cam
paigning for farmer payment ofISF. NIA was informing farmers how
fortunate they were. They were told they were harvesting two crops
per year because of irrigation, while other farmers were unable to do
so. The ISF collected or to be collected from them, was used or was
to be used in developing or constructing irrigation facilities in areas
that had no irrigation systems yet
v.

Sense ofconcern and responsibility. Farmers are aware that they are
using electricity for the operation of their pumps. They must collec
tively pay the total cost of power. They developed the initiative and
willingness to pay the ISF since they realized they were benefiting
from the irrigation system and were solely responsible for its main
tenance.

There are several changes worth mentioning. At present, farmers seldom
interfere in the operation of their system. If they do, they inform the
Committee on service oftheir needs for it to make the necessary adjustments.
Many farmers in all sectors now know almost everybody else. Earlier, heated
arguments about water disputes or even fist fights that could lead to loss of
life had often occurred. Today, it is common for farmers to request one
another to stand as sponsors in the baptisms or weddings of their children.
As a result of their coordination, water is distributed much more equitably to
all farmers, resulting in increases in individual crop yields.
The results and impacts of the BUSP AN IA success story do not end in
Bulacan Province. Publications in various Philippines magazine, telling
stories of the accomplishment of Bulacan farmers continue to reach places
as far away as 500 km north and south of Manila. As a result, BUSPAN IA
officers, FIOs and members, together with the NIA Region Three staff, are
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often either invited to go to those places or are visited at their headquarters
by various farmers or officials seeking interaction with them. Reports of
management takeovers by other Irrigators' Associations that had interacted
with BUSP AN have elated the Bulacan group, with the attendant feeling of
happiness for a job well done and a mission accomplished. Some of the
irrigation systems that were turned over to Irrigators' Associations, whieh
had interacted with the Bulacan BUSP AN group are the following:

i.
II.

Libmanan - Cabusao Pump Irrigation System in Bieol Province;
Bonga Pump No. 1 and 2 in Ilocos Norte Province;

iii.

Guimba Groundwater Pump Irrigation System in Nueva Ecija Prov
ince;

vi.

Solana Tugeugarao Pump Irrigation System in Cagayan Province;
and

v.

19uig Amulong Pump Irrigation System also in Cagayan Province.

Another larger impact is the nationwide dissemination ofthe FlOP model.
Having attained encouraging results in its implementation in AMRlS, the
NIA top management decided to implement FlOP in all National Irrigation
Systems. In mid-1988, a rehabilitation project was started in all National
Irrigation Systems in the twelve regions of NIA called the Irrigation
Operation Support Project(IOSP), which includes the accelerated fonnation
of Irrigators' Associations as one of its major components. Relying on the
successful experiences in AMRlS, NIA decided to implement FlOP as the
organizing approach in all National Irrigation Systems. This new pr~ject
involves the recruitment and training of numerous farmers for organizing
participation in rehabilitation and later in management.
This facilitated another precedent in the life ofBUSP AN farmer organ
izers. The entire Regional Institutional Development staff of Region Three,
all AMRlS staff, all FIOs and officers of BUSPAN IA were invited as
resource speakers during the training for this pr~ject. They traveled to region
Four in Laguna Province and Region Five in Bicol Province in Luzon. They
took an airplance to Region Six in Iloilo city in the Visaya Cagayan Oro. One
of the farmer organizers said that he could not believe what was happening.
He never expected in his lifetime, that someday he would be able to fly in an
airplane. Yet it did happen. The entire Region Three staff was invited to give
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lectures on FlOP implementation in various regional offices. The BUSPAN
and other IA officers and FIOs interacted with the recruited FIOs in the
predeployment training of FIOs in other regions. They shared experiences
and gave lectures on how the lAs can manage systems and farmers' problems
with co·farmers. They answered questions and encouraged the lAs to take
over management of irrigation systems.

CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

THE EXPERIE:-.ICE OF implementing the Farmer Irrigator Organizing Project
(FlOP) in the Philippines has demonstrated encouraging results that have led
to a wider application ofthe process nationwide. The FlOP approach, which
played a positive part in the development of active Irrigators' Associations
in National Irrigation Systems of NIA had proven the following:
i.

That farmers, given the respect and responsibility to which they are
entitled, possess the skill, knowledge, and diplomacy to be equal
partners with local government officials and international develop
ment agencies in the irrigation business.

ll.

A farmer irrigator as an organizer of water-users' groups can, not
only be more economical for agencies such as NIA, but be very
effective as well, compared with the approach of employing a
professional community organizer. The direct organizing cost per
hectare is obviously less. But more importantly, the FlO, being a
respected resident in the area, knows the practical problems and
sentiments ofthe farmers. He Iiaises effectively between NIA and the
farmers, and remains in the area to assist in the long-term viability
ofthe Irrigators' Associations.

iii.

The FlO has advantages over professional organizers in the areas of
integration and contact building. leader ident~ficatiol1 andfamiliar
i tyofthe irrigation system. He knows the noncooperative or problem
atic farmers in the community. He can develop strategies to convince
the farmers of the necessi ty to be cooperative and encourage them
since he knows their weaknesses and sentiments.

iv.

Selection and screening of prospective FIOs were very crucial to the
success of the organizing process. Personal characteristics like
integrity, credibility, leadership potential and willingness to work,
63
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played a very important role in organizing the farmers into an
Irrigators' Association.
v.

The predepfoyment training helped a lot in developing the effective
ness oftheFIO. This was reinforced by the very close supervision and
monitoring by the FlO Supervisor, and by the frequent meetings
conducted to assess the problems and progress in organizing.

vi.

The "human touch" approach employed by the FIOs, the FlO
Supervisor and all other NIA personnel involved, played a very
important role in the success of the project. Respect for people,
patience, desire for success, determination and interest for the IA
formation were the characteristics of all personnel who joined
together in the implementation of the Farmer Irrigator Organizing
Project.

vii.

The rehabilitation, coupled with thefrequent visitsofthe FIOs to the
farmers, manifested the true commitment ofNIA to assist them. This
motivated the farmers to join the Association and seemed to shorten
the lead time for the formation ofIrrigators' Associations.

viii.

The approach used by the FlO of starting with a small number of
farmers as contact persons and discussing with them their needs and
problems seemed to be a good' strategy for organizing lAs.

ix.

The moral andjinanciaf support ofNIA, the sincere c011llllitment of
the project management team, and well-motivated and trainedFIOs,
all contributed to the success of FlOP.

x.

Finally, the full support and immediate response of the NJA top
managementwerevery instrumental in the successofFIOP, particularly
in the involvementofthefarlllers in the rehabilitation and improvement
of the irrigation system.

CHAPTER 7

Parting Words of
One Irrigation Manager to Others

A GREAT MANY developmental, scientific, social, institutional or even
research projects have been implemented to improve irrigation and rural
welfare in general. Many ofthem have been successful but a great number
have failed. The success or failure of a project sometimes depends much on
the person or persons directly involved in the execution ofthe project. Some
are of the opinion that the person who is in charge can make or unmake a
project, meaning, that the success or failure of any undertaking depends
mainly on the leader. In the implementation ofFlOP and behind its success,
there were a great number of factors or "keys." These "keys" cannot yet be
found written in any book. These can be found in the testimonies of persons
implementing a project. In the case of the Farmer Irrigator Organizing
Project these "keys" are the following.
i.

Character. This is one ofthe most important traits needed. An honest,
open, and friendly approach by project staff in dealing with people,
especially the farmers, played a crucial part in the early formation of
BUSPAN IA. The close relationship between the farmers and the
NIA management developed in such a manner that each gained the
trust and confidence of the other.

II.

Sincerity. Fulfillment ofpromises and commitments gained the total
and unending support ofthe BUSPAN farmers. The granting ofvalid
requests offarmers motivated them to provide unpaid labor. This was
true not only in BUSP AN, but in the other Irrigators' Associations of
AMRlS as well.

iii.

Taking risks. Not all people can do this. But as demonstrated in
AMRlS, it played an important role in the speedy formation of
Irrigators' Associations. The immediate response to their needs
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restored their trust and confidence in NIA and this played a part in
achieving a much-increased collection efficiency. Farmers knew that
the Chiefof the System had acted on their behalf. They knew that he
had taken immediate action to grant their valid demands prior to a
formally approved program of work and funding support. They were
ready to support and back him up anytime, whatever the conse
quences.
iv.

Say "no "with a smi/e. Not all farmers' requests can be granted. There
are requests that are for personal benefits and not for social merit.
Saying "no" with a smile, together with a pat on the farmers'
shoulders, and giving assurances offurther contact will avoid hurting
their feelings. Explaining openly that there are other priorities, and
that funds are inadequate, helps to make farmers understand such
situations,

v.

Socializing. This is one weakness of the farmers. Often being among
the lowest class ofsociety, they feel very proud when top government
official associate with them. After field inspections, dialogues,
meetings and so on, there needs to be socializing between the farmers
and the agency people. The NIA officials from the Regional Irrigation
Director, the Chief of System, to the Ditchtenders see to it that they
allocate some of their time [or this. They drink wine or beer with the
farmers who appreciate it deeply. However, there may be a disadvan
tage to this. The NIA officials found themselves standing as sponsors
in the weddings, baptisms or confirmationsoffarmers' children. This
can be a big drain on their time and pockets. They became godfathers
ofvarious sons and daughters offarmers. This is the kumpare system
in the Philippines, Although it may be expensive, it is a pleasure and
honor to be a godfather. This certainly enhanced the relationship
between the farmers and the NIA officials.

vi.

Positive thinking. This plays an important part in the success of any
project. "If others can do it, surely, we also can do it." This was the
perception ofall FlOP implementors when it was piloted in AMRIS.
Every project and farmer leader must possess this spirit. This type of
encouragement by the NIA officials to BUSPAN lA, gave the latter
the courage to take over the management of the Pump Irrigation
System,

PARTING WORDS OF ONE IRRIGATION MANAGER TO OTIiERS

vii.
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Pul your heart into it. In most cases, managers find little time or pay
little attention to projects that are outside the scope of their qualifi
cations. For example, civil engineers tend to look for, and then see
jobs in a narrow way, such as that it is only a matter ofconstruction.
Architects tend to deal only with the planning and designing of
houses and buildings, etc. This kind of "professionalism" is happen
ing in irrigation development not only in the Philippines but also in
other countries. Managers of irrigation systems who are mostly civil
engineers, look after the construction and rehabilit:1tion of irrigation
facilities and pay little attention to or give little interest in institutional
activities, such as the development of effective Irrigators' Associa
tions. At most, they delegate such activities to subordinates, for
attending meetings or having dialogues with the fanners. Hence, they
tend to be unaware of actual "sociotechnical" situations and prob
lems. They may not be able to find solutions, which onen require some
local knowledge. This should not be the case. Managers of irrigation
systems should put their hearts into whatever activities that effect the
well-being oftheir systems, whether it be construction, rehabilitation,
fee colleclion or institutional matters. If irrigation managers do this,
they are likely to succeed in any undertakings for the benefit of the
fanners.

The abovementioned traits are only a few that managers in the irrigation
business need to possess. If they do not like meeting people, especially
farmers, then they must try to learn and adjust themselves. Top management
ofirrigation agencies should do all they can to cultivate these attitudes among
their staff, perhaps through staff selection, training, and incentives, but most
of all through personal example. Irrigation is the fanners' business. If you
need to accomplish something relative to irrigation, meeting and mixing with
the farmers are unavoidable. To all my colleagues who might be involved in
similar projects and undertakings my parting words are "YOU CAN DO IT."
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Republika ng Pilipinas
PAMPANSA."!G PANGASIWAAN NG PATUBIG
(National Irrigation Administration)
Lungsod I1g Quezon
MC 1148: s. 1981

l\IEMORANDUM CIRCULAR
TO:

ALLREGIONALIRRIGATIONDIRECTORS,PROJECT ANDOPERATIONS
MANAGERS, IRRIGATION SUPERINTENDENTS, AND OFFICERS IN
CHARGE OF NATIONAL IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
NATIONAL IRRIGATION ADMINISTRATION

SUBJECT:

SUPPLEMENT GUIDELINE FOR PUMP OPERATION IN NATIONAL
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Due to the high cost of fuel and power il is hereby directed that for every wet or dry cropping
season the pUlllP must COllllllence operation only when the collection ofthe current irrigation service
fees due to NIA reach a minilllum of90 percent.
Current irrigation service fees refer to the irrigation service fees corresponding to the last
cropping season, i.e., ifthe ensuing pump operation is intended lor dry season crop, current irrigation
service fees correspond to the dry season crop harveskd inul1cdiately preceding the last wet season
crop. On the other lland, in case the ensuing pUIllP operation is for the wet season crop, current
irrigation service fccs correspond to the wet season crop harvested inuuediatdy preceding the last
dry season crop.
111edeadline for the evaluation ofthe 90 percent coll~ctioll perfomlunce should be one (1) month
before the start of each cropping season (wet or dry, as the case may be). The cropping season
calendar should be in accordance with MC No. 31-A, S. 1978 as amended by MC No. 72, S. 1979.
Please disseminate the foregoing infollnation to famJers concemed and to as wide an area as
possible for the infollnation and gu idunce ofthe irrigation end users.
Strict compliance is hereby enjoined.

(Sgd.) FIORELLO R. ESTCAR
Administrator

November 6, 1981.
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B10 - DATA
Name: ............... """,.", , ................................... .
Nickname: "", .............................. ,"',"", .. ,'
Address: ................. .
.. .............. ..
Sex: .......... "".................... ,........... " .. ,
Age: ......................... ,..
Birthday: .......................... """',, .... ,..
Educational attailUucnl: ", ..
Occupation: .. " ..................... "
Other sources ofincomc: " ........................................ ", ....................... ,............................. ,
Religion: .. ,....
Civil status:
Age:, """ ............. ,.. ,... .
Name of wife : ........
Names of children

Number ofyears in fanning:
Number offann helpers: ....
Place/Location ofranu: ,.. " ..
Membership in organizations:
Name oftraining

Age

" .. ,........ " .... " ........ ,

Position

Training attended:

Awards received (if any):
Name oftrainil1g
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Occupation

Tenurial status: ............... ..
Total fann size: ""."",, ..

Inclusive year
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Other skills/characteristics: '''"''',,.. ,''''''''''
Hobbies: ,
willl sickness
Status of health:
nonnaI
Status in writing:

good
average

poor
Status ofISF payment:
regular payment
irregular payment
not paying
Are you ready to serve in your barangay as a Fanner Irrigators' Organizer (FlO)?

( )

Yes

()

No

Are you ready to attend training conducted by KIA for fanner organizers?

( )

Yes

()

No

Please write below the projects/activities in which you participated which wer.: spearheaded for the
benefit and progress of the barangay,

All infonnatioll written is true.

Signature ofFamler

Recorded:

Interviewer

APPENDIX 3

FlO NEIGHBOR'S INTERVIEW
Name of FlO Candidate: ................................................................................................. .
Name of Neighbor: ,................. .
L

2.
3.
4.

5.
6,
7,
8,
9,

10.

II.
12.
13.
14,

15.
16,

17,

Do you Know the candidate (state name of FlO)? .................................... ,....... ,
Is he a resident ofthis barangay? .........
................. ,..
How long has he lived here? .....
.............. ,..... .
What was his highest educational attainment? .
What is his presell1 source of income/occupation?
What are the activities he is now engaged in? .....
Is he good in dealing with other people? ....................
What were his major accomplislunents for the barangay? ..
Does he have enemies?
........................
Do..>s he have any health problems
which will adversely affed ,his work as flO? ..
Is he a melllb"r of organizations here?
If yes, does he perfonu his duties?
........................................ ..
Does he have experience in leading an organization or the barangay? .
What is his economie status in life? .....
Are his opinions accepted in a meding? ................. ..
Does he have experience in conducting meetings? ,
In case he gets selected as a FlO. do you thinK
he will accept it and docs he have time for this work?
In case he gets seleckd as a flO, will he be accepted by
the people in this barangay? If yes, what are the reasons? ................ ..

Status of health:

with sickness
llol1llal

Ability to write:
good
average
poor
Status oflSF payment:
regular payment
irregular payment
not paying
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Are you ready to serve in your barangay as a Fanner Irrigators' Organizer (FlO)?
()
Yes
( )
No
Are you ready to attend training conducted by NIA for farmer organizers?
()
Yes
( )
No
Please write below the projects/activities in which you participated which were spearheaded for the
benefit and progress of the barangay

All infonnalion \\Titten is tme
Signature of Fanner

Recorded:

Interviewer
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
NATIONAL IRRIGATION ADMINISTRATION (NIA)
AND
BUSPAN IRRIGATORS' ASSOCIATION, INC,
(BUSPAN fA)
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENT:

'"

0

TIlis Memorandum ofAgrcclllcnt entered this 8th day ofJune, 1984
at the Municipality of Bustos, Province ofBulacan, by and between:
TIle NATIONAL IRRIGATION ADMINISTRATION (NIA), a
govemment-owned and controlled corporation duly existing under
Republic Act No, 3601, as amended by Presidential Decree No, 552,
with principal office at NIA Bldg, Complex, EDSA, Quezon City,
represented by the NIA Assistant Administrator for Operations,
BENJAMIN U. BAGADION, who is duly authorized to represent it in
this contract, hereinafter referred to as NIA;
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and
TIle BUSPAN IRRIG ATORS' ASSOCIATION, INC" an associa
tion organized 3ndregislered with the Securities and ExchangeConullis
sion, Registration No, 119382, with principal office at Liciada, Bustos,
Bulacan, representcdbythe President, MR DANILO R ZUNIGA, who
is duly authorized to represent it in this contract, hereinafter referred to
as BUSPAN IA;
WITNESSETH
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Whereas, the NIA 0;0.115 and manages the Bustos-Pandi E>.1ension
System (BPE) which includ"5 the pump, canals and stmctures built for
irrigation purposes;
Whereas, the Buspan Irrigators' Association, Inc, wishes to operate
and manage the Bustos-Pandi E,,1ension System, and to fully own the
said system after token Ofpa)1J1ent (amortization) has been completed;
Whereas, the NIA has decided to tum over the operation and
management of said pump system to Buspan IA, and its full ownership
after the amount of0.5 cavan per hectare per year, for a total area of650
ha, within a period of25 years, as a token payment for the expenses in
tlle constntction ofthe Bustos-Pandi Extension System, has been com
pleted and/or fillly paid.
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Whereas, the NIA and Buspan IA, mutually agreed on the follow
ing:

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF NIA.:
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To provide the IA President the bills ofthe monthly expenses
on power cost, maintenance oftransmissionline and salaries
ofpump operator, the total amount ofwhich will be paid by
the Buspan IA, 15 days after harvesting;

3.

To provide the IA President the total amollnt of bill for the
token of payment (25 kg of dried and clean palayfba), 15
days after harvesting (dry season) yearly, for 25 years;

4.

To fhmish the IA a copy of the ~1atelllent of old back
accounts on Irrigation Service Fee (ISF) of fanners ben
efited by the Bustos-Pandi Extension Pump System before
tumover ofthe system's 0 & M to the IA,

5.

To provide the Buspan IA the incentive of25 f><:rcent ofthe
total collection on ISF (old back accounts), starting from the
effectivity of the contract;

6.

To provide/conduct trainings for officers and members of
the Buspan IA necessary for the prof><:r system's manage
ment and IA development;

7.

To continuously supervise, through the Supervising Water
Management Tedmologist (SWMT), the BuspanlA ;nthe
system's operation and other related activities of the IA
which NIA is capable of doing;

8.

To provide the Buspan IA the official receipts (IA receipts)
to be used in the collection ofold back ac'-'Ounts and current
accounts of fanners within the system's service area; and

9.

To audit the lA receipts, book of accounts and financial
statements of Buspan lA if an when the need arises, and
provide the assistance called for.
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To temporarily shoulder/advance the monthly expenses on
power cost used in the operation ofthe pump, maintenance
of transmission line and salaries of pump operator, which
will be paid by Buspan JAatthe end ofeach cropping season;
though, if and when the IA already has enough ftlllds, the
said monthly ex-penses shall be paid by the IA;
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II.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBlLlTIES OF THE BUSPAN
IRRIGATORS' ASSOCIATION, INC.
L

To pay NIA the amount advanced on power cost, mainte
nance oftransmission line, salaries and other fringe benefits
of pump operator, at the end ofevery cropping season;

2.

To set and inform NIA on the ISF rate per hectare to be
collected from farmerS/irrigatedibenefited by pump system;

3.

To pay NIAthecol}.~truction cost (token ofpayment) ofBPE
atthe end ofdry cropping season each year, within 25 years,
on or before May 31 of every year;

4.

To manage the operation and maintenance of the pump
system, as well as the distribution of irrigation water from
the main canal to laterals and fann ditches;

5.

To maintain the cleanliness of calla I networks within the
service area ofBPE;

6.

To bill and collect current accounts ofiimners benetited by
the Bustos-Pandi Extension System;

'"'";S
-l

7.

8.

To collect old back accounts of fanners benefited by the
Bustos·Pandi Extension System and remit the same to the
NfA Collecting Officer every Friday, or as soon as tile
collection reaches PI,OOO.OO, tor issuance ofNfA official
receipt. Any amount ofold back accollnts collection that has
not been remitted to NIA shall remain the fA's obligation
and the concemed f.1nner as back accollnts;
To assign/designate a bonded collector to collect Irrigation
Service Fees (current and old back accounts) froll1 £1nnCfS
benefited by the Bustos-Pandi Extension System;

9.

To coordinate with NIA persOlUlel on problems that lIIay
arise on the management ofBustos-Pandi Extension System
which is beyond the capacity of the IA to decide; and

10.

To present the JA receipts, records and book ofaccounts for
NIA'saudit.

0

OVERALL CONDITIONSIPROVISIONS

I.

All old back accounts will no longer eam interest effective
the date of turnover of the system to the Buspan IA, 011
agreement that the IA will continuously collect the said
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accounts from farmers covered by the Bllstos-Pandi Exten
sion System, All payments ofold back accounts collected by
th.: Buspan IA from the date this agreement comes into
effect, will eam an inc.:ntive of 25 percent of tlle total
collection fortlleIA, tlle r.:maining 75 percent to be givcn to
NIA;

o

NIAhas tlleright totemporarilysuspend the pump operation
when the Buspan IA fails to pay the amollnt advanc.:d by
NIA on power cost, transmission line maintenance, salaries
ofpump operator, during the preceding harvesting season,
exeept when the reason for the failure is the damage of75
pereent ofcrops due to typlloon and other calamities;

3,

The BuspanlA emulot transfer the management of Bustos
Pandi Extension System to any person or organization/
association, without prior authorization from the NIA
Administrator;

4,

All rehabilitation and repair works to be done on the sys
tem's facilities and structures shall be th.: obligation or the
IA. though, if th.: said rehabilitation works is beyoad the
lA's budget, this may be linanced by the NIA upon request
of the IA on the agreement that the expenses to be incnrred
will be paid to the NIA by the IA, withollt interest, on nn
installment basis and on conditions that will be agreed upon
by both parties, until the whole alllolint is fully paid;

5.

NIA will issue to BuspanlA the certificate own.:rship of
the l3ustos-Pandi E,,1ension System, allcr the latter has fillly
paid the token ofpaymcnt (alllortization) for the construc
tion cost ofthe pump system, as stated in this Memorandulll
of Agreem.:nt, as well as other obligations ofthe Buspun IA
to NIA, if there are any, 111e said certificate of ownership
will be duly approved by the NIA Administrator; and

6.

NIA will continuously supervise the Buspan IA in the
manag.:ment of the Bustos-Pandi Ex1cnsion S~'slelll.
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SI'ECIAL CONDITIONS/I'UOVISIONS:
I,

Inasmuch as the Buspan IITigators' Association ,lssisted in
the colketion of old back aCCoullts since January, 1984.
NIAwill provide the IAthee'luival.::nI15 perc<!ntofthe total
amount colketed on old back accollnts from January, 1984
to l\by 31,1984;
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2.

NIA will be responsible for the repair ofthe pump in case it
ceases to function properly from wet season, 1984 to dry
season, 1984·85. The IA will be responsible for the repair of
the pump after this period;

3.

NIA will replace the pump's bearing and bushing after the
dry season, 1984·85;

4.

The NIAshali continuouslyrehabilitatei construct all works
started and progratlllllcd for Bustos·Pandi Extension Sys
tem before the effectivity of this contract. Allmachincries
and equipment to be used in these works shall be provided by
NIA while the I A will shoulder the costs ofoil and crude oil.
NIA, though, cannot pursue the implementation of such
rehabilitation/construction works, as some unavoidable cir
CUlllstances llIay arise;

5.

6.

V.

NIA shall provide the amount of ten thousand pesos
(P I 0,000.00) to be used by the Buspan IAforoperation and
maintenance expenses for the wet season, 1984. The said
amount will be paid by the fA to the NIA after the said
cropping season, without interest; and
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The Buspan IA shall be given the right to use a part of
Working Station #1, as the lA's office.

CONTRACf AMENDMENTS:

~

t'.!G;

Each ofthe two p'lIties Illay request an amendment to any pmt of
this contract, during its tenn, ill accordance with the necessity for
the amendments, as Illay be agreed upon by both parties,
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TERMINATION OF TilE CONTRAL"T:
Each of the two parties may request the tenuination of this
contract during its tenn, for reasons of failure of one party to
comply with its obligations or of violation of any of the provi
sions, as stated in the contract, lIpoll notice served by the party
requesting its tennination 30 days prior to the tennination.
However, the amount spent by NIA on power cost, mainten;mce
oftranslllissionline, salaries ofpump operator shall first be paid
by the Buspan IA to NIA before the contract be tenninated.
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VII. EFFECTIVITY OF THE CONTRACT:
This contract shall take effect at the start of wet season, 1984 or
June I, 1984, after the approval of the NIA Administrator.
IN WITNESS HEREOF, both parties have hereunto set their
hands this 8th day of June, 1984 at Bustos, Bulacan.
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Republic ofthe Philippines
Senate
Manila
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD
Date

111l1rsday, August 3, 1989

Time

9:00 a.lll.

Place

Roolll404
Executive House Bldg.
Manila

Present

Hon. Agapito A. Aquino, Chaimlan
HOIl. Hehersoll T. Alvarez, Member

Representatives

Sen. Joseph E Estrada
Sell. Emeste M Maeeda •
Sen. John K. Osmena
Sen. Vincente T Paterno
Sen. Santanina T Rasul
Sen. T Guingona Jr.
Sen. Juan Enei Ie

Guests

Mr. Jose del Rosario, Jr., Administrator, NIA
Mr. Cab!ayan, Orlando, NIA
Mr. Rustico Tagarda, Philippines Association of Small Fanners
Me. Ben Cruz, Chainuan, SANDUGUAN
Mr. Luis Paterno, SANDUGUAN
Mr. Ben Arenas, Jr., SNADUGUAN
Mr. Nic."lnor Manginduyes, AMA
Mr. Danilo Zuniega
Mr. Anlonio GU."lnsing, ANBUSPA

Committee Secretary:

Mr. Arthur Atilas

Committee Stenographers:
Ms. Loureos A V Laqucty
Ms. Cielilo B de Guzman
Ms. Maria O'Mayor
Ms. Odensy Jarcncio
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Mr. JOIl Cuate
Mr. Meijindi B."lkil
Mr. Jupert Re1l1elle
Ms. Kathy Noran
Mr. Rufino Eslae Jr.
Mr. Rami! Felix
Mr. Gerald Bartdeme
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At 9:18 a.m. the Chairman oflhe Commil/ee on Agricullure and Food, Hon. Agaplto A.
Aquino called Ihe meeling 10 order.
THE CHAIRMAN. May we start the meeting with a short prayer from Atty. Batrelabae.
PRA YER....
THE CHAIRMAN. Good 1lI0ming everybody!. Weare conducting a hearing today with the subject
matter ofirrigation. Ofl:ourse, these are semi groups who would Iike the free use ofwater and there
are those who believe that free lise of water will only lead to lion-maintenance ofa lot ofirrigatioll
facilities that may lead to economic losses and so 011. So, we are here to listen to everybody.
Meanwhile, I'd like to call the roll; representing Sen. Estrada is Joe Cueta. Is. Sen. Estrada coming
because this is his bill?
MR. CUETO. Mayroon siyang appointment,
THE CHAIRMAN. Okay. Mr. RomoIl.: representing Sen. Osmena; Ms. Kathy Moran representing
Sen. Patema, Atty; RufinC' Eslao, representing Sen. Basul; Atty. Bartelabao; representing Sen.
Enrile; and Ramil Felix representing Sen. Guingona.
Okay, We'd like to welcome our guests today. So far, we have the Administrator ofthe new, the
brand new fresll Administrator of National Irrigation, Mr. Jose del Rosario. Jr., welcome; Mr.
Orlando Cablayan, also ofNIA; Mr. Ru.tice Tagarda, Philippines Association of SmaIl Fanners,
Mr. Cruz, the famolls Mr. Cmz ofSANDUGUAN; Mr. Louie Patema, also ofSANDUGUAN; and
Mr. Arenan, also ofSANDUGUAN, Mr. Manginduyas of AMA, SANDUGUAN; Mr. Danilo
Zunicgo, Pandi Irrigators' Association. Mayroon pa tayong sa Irrigation, darating pa.
Now, there are two ways we can proceed with our meeting. We can start either with Mr, Cruz
or with Mr. del Rosario. I believe, Mr. del Rosario has a pr.:scntation:
MR. DEL ROSARIO, Yes, Sir.
THE CHAIRMAN. Is the presentation visual or oral?
VOICE. Both?
MR. DEL ROSARIO, Mr. Chainnan
THE CHAIRMAN. Y.:s
MR. DEL ROSARIO. We will be presenting it via slide. We have some trdnsparencies prepared.
THE CHAIRMAN. Okay. So Ilk Cruz, do you prefer that we listen first to NIA?
MR. CRUZ, Yes, I think so.
THE CHAIRMAN. Okay, let's listen to NIA make its presentation regarding the irrigation status
in the Philippines
MR. DEL ROSARIO, l1lank YOII, Sir, Chainnan.
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We have distributed the briefing materials tor you to be able to follow th~ transparencies. W,"
have in the tirst transparency, the fimctions, objectives and powers of the National Irrigation
Administration and these are to investigate and study the available water resources in the country,
primarily for irrigation purposes. And among the functions of NIA is to plan, design, construct,
improve irrigation projects; to operate and maintain the national irrigation syskms that we ha.ve
constructed; and we have the authority to supervise the operation, maintenance and repair of all
communal and pump irrigation systems that have been constructed.
One of the other functions or main functions ofNIA is also to charge and collect fees from the
beneficiaries ofwater frol11 all irrigation systems constructed by or under the administration ofNIA.
Such fees or administration charges as may be necessary to cover the cost ofoperation, maintenance
and insurance and to recover the cost of construction within a reasonable period of time can be
collected to the ex1ent consistent with govenunent policy. We would just like to highlight some of
these because they h"vl"! some implications on the issue at hand whidl is to recover nlI1ds or portions
thereof spent for the construdioll or rehabilitation ofcommunal irrigation systems.
Now, NIA, has under its jurisdiction, three typ"s of irrigation systems:
The first includes the nutiorml irrigation systems which are generally 1,000 hectares or more in
area and are constructed, operated and maintained by NIA These systems are either the reservoir
schemes like Pantabangan and Angat, or diversion type schemes which are the most conUllOn ones,
and pump irrigation systems.
We alsol1ave conununal irrigation systems which are generally less than LOOO hectares and are
constructed by NIA with the participation of the fanners. 111e operation and maintenance ofthese
systems are, however, the responsibilities ofthe Fanners Irrigators' Associations. The fanners, in
tum, al11011ize the constmction cost of these conUllllnal irrigation systems. So ultimately, these
cOllllllllnal irrigation systems shall become the propel1ies of the conullllllal Fanll"fs Irrigators'
Associations.
We also have pump irrigation systems which generally rd;;'r to comllllUlal pUIllP systems and
these draw water from rivers and also from groundwater. Similarly, these conmlUnal pUIIlP irrigation
systems arc being amortized by the fanners, so the pump systems become their own.
The area ofNational Irrigation Systems which are operated and maintained by NIA is 1IIore than
600,000 hectares, as ofI.h:cember 1988; the ex1ent ofconununal irrigation systems is 484,000 ha;
that ofpumps 152,000 ha. So the aggregate ofthe twoconullunal in'igation systems - these are the
pumps and the regular comnlUnals -- is more than 800,000 ha out of a potential irrigable area of
3.1 million ha. So at the moment, we have developed so far, about 46 percent ofthe total potential
or irrigation in the country.
Now, we would like to define irrigation service as one which must be valued according to the
benefits derived by the beneficiaries, and we would like to associate it with electricity and domestic
water supply. It provides fanners the opportunity to earn more from the cultivation of the land
because with irrigation, productivity is increased significantly, and the service ofirrigatioll is given
to individual identitiable tanners. Irrigation service fees are payments for the service of bringing
water to th" t,mnlands at the right quantity and "t the right time to promote increased production.
So, we would like to stress, Mr. Chainllan, that irrigation s.:rvi.;c is giv,"ll dircclly to th.: il1divid"~1
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fanners unlike roads which are to the whole cross section of the population. We can identifY the
beneficiaries of the irrigation service.
Now, with regard to the bill of Sen. Alvarez ...
MR. DEL ROSARIO .
... with regard the bill of Sen. Alvarez, which suggests that all those owning less than three
hectares will be exempted from irrigation fees, we have here the fonn giving size distribution in
selected national irrigation systems in the country and tIlis would represent practically all national
irrigation systems and we found out that the average size oflandlwlding is 2.27 hectares.
However, about 57 percent offanners own less than 3 hectares, while 43 percent own 3 or more
hectares ofland. 111ese are the average fannholdings.
Now, with regard to the construction ofprojects, the National Irrigation Administration draws
its fimds from equity or govemmcnt contributions from foreign lands and grounds; from corporate
funds of the agency, drawn from its intemal root generating and the govemment subsidizing for
communal irrigation projects.
And presented here are the figures, whidl we have spent so far.
Now, the nex1 exhibit would show how the variolls areas of lands have contributed to the
d.:vciopment ofirrigation projects. I would like to point out here, especially for the years 1985, , 86,
and' 89, Ihat th.:: NIAdrew frolll ils corporate fimds these amounts in order to support the constmctioll
of projects when th.::se are reduced infusion ofcapital for irrigation.
You may notice that under the column of"equity," there is a reduction in the amounts given for
irrigation development. So, we had to draw from the intemal resources ofNIA tor investment.

111<;: ncx1 exllibit would show where NIA disburses its filllds for its recurrent costs, particularly
for operation and maintenance, and these are from irrigation fee collectioll, management fees
imposed on the projec.'Is, the rentals we collect from tile lease ofour equipmenl, and then amortization
from cOllnllunal and pump systems. and from other sources, like the sale of idle assets.
When what we have collected by wayofirrigatiollfees is compared with the actual operation and
maintenance ,'osts incurred by the l\'ational Irrigation Systems found in the llex1 Table, you wiII
notice, Mr. Chainllan that the NIA has been chipping in a sizeable amount in order to be able to
operate and maintain the facilities, because the irrigation fee collectiolls have been far short ofwhat
we are spending for operation and maintenance.
Thenex1 Table shows how much it costs to operate the three types ofirrigntion syslcms. You will
notice here that the most expensive type of irrigation systems to operate are the pump irrigation
systems because of the prohibitive cost of electricity.
The nex1 type to be considered would be the reservoir type because we have to maintain the high
dams. However, these systems have more assured sources ofwater. The cheapest type would be the
diversion type system, which costs only about 340 pesos per ha at the lIloment and this will rise to
377 pesos per ha in 1992.
However, I would like to point out here the area coverage ofeach ofthese types ofsystems.
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Now, the total alUllIal current expenditures ofNIA show that operation and maintenance for the
systems comprise a little more than 60 percent ofthe total costs. The rest is spent for investigation
of projects, construction of projects design and so on.
The nc)'1 figure shows the income distribution ofNIA and it would show here that collection frolll
irrigation fees comprises 39 percent of the total income. The others have shares ranging from 9
percent for amortization of communal projects to 17 percent for equipment rental.
So, the main bulk of the source for operation and maintenance is still coming from irrigation
service fees.
The next Table shows how 1l1llch benefit the fanners in irrigated areas draw from irrigation
development. TIlis presentation shows the gross value ofproducti 011 between irrigated and rain-fed
fanns on a per-hectare basis and the net rdunl.
You would notice, Mr. Chainnan, that a fanner in irrigated fanns would be deriving three times
the benefit for the whole year that a fanner in rain-fed limns would derive for the same period. So,
irrigation here is a key input to increased incomes.
May I invite your attention to the next Table, because this would compare the statistics on the
diflerent fanning systems. We have here three coluillns
National Irrigatioll Systems, the
Communal Irrigation Systems and the Rain-Fed Fanns.
TIle National Irrigation Systems are mImed by the govenunent, through NIA while COllununal
Systems are owned by the fanllers.
111e responsibility for operation and maintenance ofNationallrigation Systems rests with the
government, while that for ConmlUnallrrigation Systems rests with the fanners. The development
cost per hectare, of course, varies because the facilities in National Irrigation Systems are more
complete.
I would like to call your attention, however, to the area and number offarmers served under each
category. There are more filmlers benefiting from Communal Irrigation Systems than from the
National Irrigation Systems. and there are still more fanners not benefited by irrigation facilities.
And, again, we haw presented here a comparison ofthe net income per year, per hectare for the
different fanners. You would notice here that the greatest advantage has gone to the fanners ~erved
by the irrigation service lees scheme, and these are:
TIle first one - Ifthc govenunent provides the operation and maintenance budget, we strongly
feel tliat irrigation systems perfonnance will deteriorate.

It would be a high risk due tothe delayed releases offilllds for timely operation and maintenance.
Mr. Chaimlan, we would like to point out that nonnally, releases from the budget for practiclllly
all activities are made in March or April or even May, and for irrigation service or for agricultural
production, orrice production for llmt matter, we calUlOt wait for the releases in March, April or May;
because our dry-season crop which is really the higher yield crop is during the months of January,
Febltlary and March.
THE CHAIRMAN: Of course, you can change your fiscal year to stalt '/uly I.
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MR. DEL ROSARIO: But the releases may, however, still come in March, April and May. And then
ifwe rely on budgetary appropriations for operation and maintenance, once the systems are damaged
by typhoons and other calanlities, we would be very susceptible to service disruption, because we
would have to rely on the budgetary appropriations and releases of the payers' facilities. And the
observation is that whenever there are budgetary cut-backs, they start mostly with cut-backs in
operation and maintenance.
Again, if irrigation service fees support operation and maintenance, we would have better
assurance for sustained operations, and then there is a higher degree ofperforlllance on the part of
the National Irrigation Administration because ofthe conullitment and accountahility to the fanners
who are the beneficiaries who are paying irrigation service fees, and then there would be ready fnnd
sourcing for typhoon damages and calamities.
THECHAlRMAN. At this stage. maywe recognize the presence ofScnator Alvarez who is principal
coauthor ofthe other bill in consideration.
We would like to also welcome Mr. Antonio Guansing, President of AN BUSPA Irrigators'
Association, Mr. Bobby Malabanan ofthe Office ofSenator Alvares; and Benjie Arenas I already
called Benjie. Malakas ha sa amin, you are listed twice.
Please pr04:ccd.
MR. DEL ROSARIO. Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. Anotherissue andconcem that we have identified
is the increase in govemment expenditures. If operation and maintenance will be budgeted, it will
compete for funds from an already limited resource which otherwise could be used for the
development of rented farms or other priority projects of the govellllllenl.
We have observed also that if we were to abolish the payment of irrigation service t~es in the
National Irrigation Systems, this would benefit only fanners in the irrigated areas, particularly ofthe
National Irrigation Systems, and this would exclude giving assistance to the rented fanns, and We
would notice that this would further widen the gap between the incomes ofthe fanners in irrigated
and rented fanns, because if you abolish the irrigation service fee, it would be reducing the
production cost on the part of tile irrigated fanner, Mr. Chainllan.
THE CHAlRMAN. Ofcourse, we will reserve our cOlllments until the presentation is finished. I see
Mr. Cruz shaking his head already.
Me. CRUZ. Yes, Sir.
THE CHAIRMAN. But we will first finish the presentation.
MR. DEL ROSARIO, Now, we fully recognize the objectives of tile bills and they will promote
higher incomes to the fanners. We have made here a couple ofrecommendations to help the fanners,
and these are: the expansion ofirrigation service to the r.::nted fanns and ONM subsidy which should
ralh.:r be diverted to develop the rented areas.
Another recommendation is for the provision of comprehensive packages of agricultural
services, support services like eJl.1ension credit, fanll-to-market roads, and the lik.:, in both irrigated
and rented fannsfor more equitable distribution ofgovenUllcnt attention and subsidies, and then the
provision of production inputs in the rented areas to help the fanners \V1lO an: benefited with
irrigation.
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We have not shown these provisions in the transparencies; we, however, havefurther reconuuen
dations and these are to benefit the irrigated fanners; one of these recommendations is to look into
the possibility of reducing power rates and electricity rates for the pump irrigation systems.

As you have noted in the tabulation, it is the fanners who are charged with the highest costs
because ofthe prohibitive energy cost for running the pumps.
111en we would strongly recommend the expanded participation of the fanners in the mainte
nance of the irrigation facilities in order to lower maintenance costs. This would redound to
reduction in operation and mailllenance c()!'is. 111is would, however, require the organization of
fanners for them to be able to participate in the maintenance orthe facilities.
Another recollullendation, Mr. Chainllan, is to look into the subsidy in the maintenance of
service roads which are located along irrigation canals. For your intonllation, NIA is the one
maintaining these service roads which are on the banks ofthe irrigation canals. While it is true that
we are using them mainly lor maintaining the facilities, it is common knowledge that these roads are
not only for the use ofNIA, but for the whole nlral popUlation, and maybe ifthe maintenance ofthese
roads can be treated as similar to that for barangay roads, this would cut down the requirements for
operation and maintenance. That ends our presentation, Mr. Chainnan.
THE CHAIRMAN, Okay. Thank you, Mr. Dd Rosario. Thank you also for bdng concise with the
report.
Ofcourse, we do not neeessari ly agree with everything that is presented, and this is where, may
be, at this point, we will entertain questions.
If! may please refer to the manual, please refer to the relevant page so that as we go t1u'ough any
question, hindi tayo pabalik-balik.
So, I suppose, regarding NIA'g powers, filnctions and objectives, siguro naman wala tayong
question diyan.
Types of irrigation development

Okay, it is a presentation ofwhere they are now.

Slatus ofin'igatioll devdopmcnt- Okay, it is a presentation of where they are now.
Nature of irrigation service -

Okay. It is more of a delinition.

With regard to farm size presentation and financing ofNIA, I suppose, there is no question.
Releases and availability ofeap;tal outlay, current costs, ayan: may be we can start with page 8.
As far as recurrent costs, operation and maintenance and sources offilllds are concemed, do you
have roughly (?) amounts regarding "a," "b," "d," and "e'?" Can we have an idea of the amount of
irrigation and gas collections? Is this 2,251 million pesos a year?

MR. DEL ROSARIO. Yes, Mr. Chainnan, in 1988 ..

